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ABSTRACT 

 

Microwave-Induced Thermoacoustic Tomography: Applications and Corrections  

for the Effects of Acoustic Heterogeneities. (December 2007) 

Xing Jin, B.S., Northwestern Polytechnical University, China; 

   M.S., Louisiana State University 

Co-Chairs of Advisory Committee: Dr. Lihong Wang 
                                                         Dr. Kenith Meissner  

 

This research is primarily focused on developing potential applications for microwave-

induced thermoacoustic tomography and correcting for image degradations caused by 

acoustic heterogeneities. Microwave-induced thermoacoustic tomography was first used 

to verify the feasibility of noninvasively detecting the coagulated damage based on 

different dielectric properties between normal tissue and lesion treated with high 

intensity focused ultrasound. Good image contrasts were obtained for the lesions. A 

comparison of the size of the lesion measured with microwave-induced thermoacoustic 

tomography and the size measured by a gross pathologic photograph was presented to 

verify the effectiveness the proposed method. Clinical data for breast tumors were also 

collected to verify the feasibility of using microwave-induced thermoacoustic 

tomography in breast cancer imaging. Next, the effects of acoustic heterogeneities on 

microwave-induced thermoacoustic tomography in weakly refractive medium were 

investigated. A correction method based on ultrasonic transmission tomography was 

proposed to correct for the image distortion. Numerical simulations and phantom 
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experiments verify the effectiveness of this correction method. The compensation is 

important for obtaining higher resolution images of small tumors in acoustically 

heterogeneous tissues. Finally, the effects of the highly refractive skull on transcranial 

brain imaging were studied. A numerical method, which considered wave reflection and 

refraction at the skull surfaces, was proposed to compensate for the image degradation. 

The results obtained with the proposed model were compared with the results without 

considering the skull-induced distortion to evaluate the skull-induced effects on the 

image reconstruction. It was demonstrated by numerical simulations and phantom 

experiments that the image quality could be improved by incorporating the skull shape 

and acoustic properties into image reconstruction. This compensation method is 

important when the thickness of skull cannot be neglected in transcranial brain imaging. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

When electromagnetic energy is delivered into biological tissue, a portion of the energy 

is absorbed by the tissue and converted to heat. A temperature gradient is then produced 

by the heating based on the energy absorption pattern, and subsequently ultrasonic 

waves are generated through thermal expansion. This is called thermoacoustic effects.1-6 

In recent years, there is an increasing interest in developing new diagnostic imaging 

modalities based on thermoacoustic effects, in which laser-induced photoacoustic 

tomography (PAT), microwave-induced thermoacoustic tomography (TAT), and 

photoacoustic microscopy (PAM) have attracted the attentions of researchers from 

various fields. 

 Other diagnostic imaging tools include ultrasound imaging, X-ray, positron 

emission tomography (PET), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), etc. Those imaging 

modalities relate different biological parameters with different sensitivity to 

pathophysiological processes, and, therefore, they have both advantages and limitations. 

Among them traditional X-ray and positron emission tomography (PET) are either 

ionizing or radioactive; the image contrast of ultrasonic imaging is limited by the 

mechanical properties of the tissue; the size and cost of MRI prevents its use as a 

portable and routine screening tool. Thermoacoustic effects directly relate the pattern of 

the absorbed electromagnetic energy with generated thermoelastic waves, and, thus, it  
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can provide some unique physical and chemical information for noninvasive tissue 

characterization. 

  The imaging modalities based on thermoacoustic effects are noninvasive and 

nonionizing. The sizes of imaging systems for PAT, PAM and TAT at 3 GHz are small, 

and can be easily made portable. Among the three imaging modalities, PAT and PAM 

are laser-based imaging modality. PAT has been successfully applied in imaging 

vascular structure in the tissue and doing functional brain imaging in small animals,7,8 

and PAM obtained promising results in imaging subcutaneous microvasculature and 

functional imaging of single vessels in animals and total hemoglobin concentration in 

humans.9,10 Nevertheless, their applications are limited by the penetration depth of the 

laser lights in the visual light region. By using near-infrared laser and a contrast agent, 

Ku and Wang11 have reported 5~6 cm penetration depth for PAT with phantom 

experiments, but since the electromagnetic properties of human tissues change with 

wavelengths, microwave-induced TAT and near-infrared PAT can provide different 

thermal properties of the tissue.  

In microwave-induced TAT, the ultrasonic wave that is generated through 

thermoelastic expansion will propagate through a coupling medium, and then detected 

by the ultrasonic transducer to map the distribution of the energy deposition in the tissue. 

TAT has been developed to overcome the limitations of both conventional ultrasound 

and microwave imaging. Microwave imaging has been used in imaging of soft tissue 

structures, but its application is limited by the low resolution of microwave, which is 

usually at centimeter level.12 Ultrasound imaging has low image contrast but relatively 
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high image resolution depending on the wavelength used for imaging. Microwave-

induced TAT combines the advantages of microwave imaging and conventional 

ultrasound imaging. Its image contrast is determined by the differences in the microwave 

absorption coefficients of different biological tissues, and its resolution is determined by 

the wavelengths of the generated ultrasonic waves.  Microwave absorption coefficients 

of tissues are determined by their dielectric properties.13 It has been reported that 

malignant tissue and normal tissue differ substantially in their water content, and, 

consequently, their dielectric properties varies greatly. Most of the other soft tissues 

have a value between them.13-17 In our current TAT experiments, the image contrast 

between normal and malignant tissue is about 2~5 times, and the image resolution is less 

than 1 mm. Also the radiation level of microwave energy is below the safety limit on 

human subjects. TAT, therefore, has the potential for applications in tumor detection and 

treatment monitoring.  

Recently a lot of efforts have been done to develop new applications for TAT.18-

23 Kruger et al. 21,22 studied feasibility of using a 433 MHz TAT system in breast cancer 

imaging. Xu and Wang23 obtained trans-skull brain imaging on Rhesus monkey with a 3 

GHz TAT system. Ku et al.24 proposed a new imaging method by combining 

microwave-induced TAT and near-infrared PAT. More efforts, however, are still 

necessary to explore new applications for TAT and to improve current technology to get 

better image quality for potential clinical applications. 

In this research, first we will explore potential application for TAT. Here, we 

focus on verifying the effectiveness of using TAT in visualizing HIFU-induced lesion 
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and getting clinical data for breast cancer imaging with our 3 GHz TAT system. Next, 

we will investigate the effects of acoustic heterogeneities on TAT. Existing 

reconstruction algorithms for TAT are based on the assumption that the acoustic 

properties in the tissue are homogeneous, biological tissue, however, has heterogeneous 

acoustic properties, which lead to distortion and blurring of the reconstructed images. It 

is, therefore, necessary to evaluate the effects the acoustic heterogeneities on TAT 

image, and propose compensation methods to minimize those effects.  

In section 2, we introduced a method to measure microwave absorption 

coefficient and obtained the dielectric properties of the tissues used for this research. 

In section 3, first, thermoacoustic tomography was applied to the visualization of 

high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU)-induced lesions. Two reconstruction 

algorithms were explored: a filtered back-projection and a local-tomography-type 

algorithm, where the latter was implemented to emphasize the boundaries between the 

different tissues. Gross pathologic photographs of the tissue samples were used to 

confirm the effectiveness of TAT. Next, clinical experimental data were obtained in M. 

D. Anderson cancer center for breast tumors. The results were compared with ultrasonic 

image and X-ray CT image to evaluate the effectiveness of TAT for breast cancer 

imaging. A possible application of TAT in joint imaging was also briefly introduced. 

In section 4, a correction method based on ultrasonic transmission tomography 

was developed to improve the image quality of TAT in weakly refractive medium. We 

analyzed the effects of acoustic speed variations on TAT and then proposed a 

compensation method based on ultrasonic transmission tomography to correct for these 
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effects. Numerical simulations and phantom experiments were used to verify the 

effectiveness of this correction method.  

In section 5, the effects of acoustic heterogeneities on trans-skull brain imaging 

with microwave-induced thermoacoustic tomography were studied. A numerical model 

for calculating the propagation of thermoacoustic waves through the skull was developed 

and experimentally examined. The model takes into account the wave reflection and 

refraction at the interfaces between the skull and surrounding media therefore provides 

improved accuracy for the reconstruction. This compensation method is important for 

obtaining good brain images when the effects of acoustic heterogeneities cannot be 

ignored. 
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2.  MEASUREMENT OF THE MICROWAVE ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT  

2.1 Energy deposition in TAT 

 The propagation of an electromagnetic field in a medium is defined by the relationship 

ztjeEE )(
0

ωγω −=       (2.1) 

 where E  is the electric field at a distance Z  from the source of field strength 0E .  The 

propagation constant )(ωγ  can be written as 25,26 

)()()( ωβωαωγ j+=      (2.2) 

where )(ωα  and )(ωβ  are the attenuation constant and phase constant at angular 

frequency ω , respectively. The energy deposition by the electromagnetic radiation at a 

specific point in tissue is determined by its dielectric properties and the electrical field at 

that specific location. To find the total rate of energy absorbed by an object, we use 

specific absorption rate (SAR), which is defined as  

 ρσ 2ESAR =       (2.3) 

where ρ  is the mass density of the object at that point and σ  is the conductivity of the 

tissue.27  We will show that attenuation constant can be derived from the dielectric 

properties of a material in the next section. Therefore, if we know the dielectric 

properties of a tissue, we can estimate the strength of the electric field and the 

conductivity of the tissue at a specific point, and then we can easily estimate the energy 

deposition at that location.  
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To evaluate the effectiveness of a contrast agent for TAT, we need to estimate 

the electrical field within the tissue. In our experiments the sizes of test samples are 

small as compared with the wavelength of the microwave source. Thus, we assume 

uniform electric-field distribution in test samples to simplify the computation. Also as 

shown in the definition of SAR, the phase constant of the electric field does not have any 

effects on the value of energy deposition, therefore we only need to find attenuation 

constant of the tissue. Moreover, because the attenuation of an electromagnetic field in a 

medium is mainly brought by dielectric loss, which will eventually produce a rise in 

temperature, we will use )(ωα  to evaluate the microwave absorption coefficient. 

2.2 Microwave absorption coefficient 

Permittivity relates to a material’s ability to transmit an electric field. The complex 

relative permittivity )(ωε ∗  is defined as )(j)()( ir ωε−ωε=ωε∗ , where )(ωε r and )(ωε i  

are the real and imaginary parts of the complex relative permittivity respectively. We 

will use two different definitions of the complex refraction index to derive the absorption 

coefficient of a material. The complex refraction index )(ω∗n  for a given material is 

defined as the square root of the product of the complex relative permittivity )(ωε ∗  and 

complex relative permeability )(ωμ∗ ,28  

)()()( ωμωεω ∗∗∗ =n     (2.4) 

Where )()()( ωμωμωμ ir j−=∗ , )(ωμ r and )(ωμ i  are the real and imaginary parts of the 

complex relative permeability, respectively, The complex refraction index can also be 
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derived from the extinction coefficient of tissue and is given by 

)()()( ωωω jknn −=∗      (2.5) 

where )2()()( πωλαω =k  is the extinction coefficient. From Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5), we 

get 

( ) )()()()()( ωμωεωεωω ∗−=− ir jjkn    (2.6) 

We first do a squaring of both sides of Eq. (2.6). Notice that the imaginary and real parts 

on the left side should equal to those on the right side, and, thus, we get two equations. 

Solving those two equations for )(ωk  and using the relationship between )(ωk  and 

)(ωα , and then we obtain the microwave absorption coefficient of a material as: 

⎟⎟
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Where 0c  is the speed of electromagnetic waves in vacuum (approximately 3×108 m/s) 

and )(ωσ  is the conductivity which is defined as )(0 ωεεω i  ( F/m 10 ×8.85 -12
0 =ε is the 

permittivity of free space). e/1  penetration depth in the tissue is defined as )(/1 ωα . For 

nonmagnetic materials, we have 1)( =∗ ωμ .  Eq. (2.7) can be further simplified as: 
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    (2.8) 

 In our TAT system, the electric field is several orders stronger than the magnetic field. 

We will use Eq. (2.8) to calculate microwave absorption coefficients in the following 

experiments. When the magnetic properties cannot be ignored, we, however, need to 
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measure both the permittivity and permeability of the material to get a reasonable 

estimate of the absorption coefficient. This will be very difficult to implement in reality. 

Kim et al.29 provides a simple experimental method using microwave oven to determine 

approximately the microwave energy deposition for this case. The experimental setup 

discussed below is only feasible for non-magnetic materials. 

2.3  Experimental results 

Among the different ways to measure relative permittivity, a coaxial probe is ideal for 

liquids and semi-solid materials,30,31 and has thus been chosen for our application. The 

open-ended coaxial probe can be regarded as a cut-off section of a transmission line. The 

dielectric properties of a material are measured by immersing the probe in a liquid or 

touching it to the flat face of a semi-solid test sample. The electric fields at the probe tip 

propagate into the test sample and vary as they come into contact with different test 

samples. The reflected signals from the test sample are then measured and related to the 

complex relative permittivity. 

The main measurement system includes a coaxial probe kit, a network analyzer 

and a RF source. The microwave absorption coefficients are calculated using Eq. (2.8). 

The network analyzer measures the complex relative permittivity. The schematic graph 

of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2.1. We use an Agilent 8510C vector network 

analyzer to make broadband measurements from 200 MHz to 20 GHz. We use the 

Agilent 85070E dielectric probe kit which includes a coaxial probe and the 

corresponding software. An external computer controls the network analyzer through 
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GPIB. Before each measurement, a calibration at the tip of the probe must be performed. 

The principle of the calibration is to use the difference between the predicted and actual 

values of three well-known standards (air, a short circuit and deionized water) to remove 

the repeatable systematic errors from the measurement. Before making a measurement, 

we performed a system calibration. During the experiments, it is important to make sure 

that the cable is stabilized and not flexed between the calibration and measurement. The 

air bubbles on the tip of the probe need to be carefully removed to ensure the accuracy of 

a measurement. And the test sample must also be thick enough to appear infinite to the 

probe. 

 

      
                               

 

RF source 
(Synthesized 

sweeper) 

Vector network 
analyzer 

Computer 
(Probe kit 
software) 

Probe

Test sample 

 

Fig. 2.1 Schematic of the experimental setup for measuring dielectric properties 
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Next, we measure the dielectric properties of some tissue samples used in this 

study by using the presented measurement method.  Since tumorous tissues are 

associated with increasing level of water content, in this research we used muscle tissues 

to simulate the tumorous tissues because of similar dielectric properties.32 In the 

following experiment, we test three different muscles tissue, porcine fat and dionized 

water. The real component of complex relative permittivity is shown in Fig. 2.2(a), and 

the imaginary component of complex relative permittivity is shown in Fig. 2.2(b). It is 

observed that  the dielectric properties of the muscle tissues from different species only 

varies a little, and the dielectric properties of the different tissue types for the same 

species, such as porcine fat and porcine muscle, differ greatly. The difference in 

dielectric properties is mainly determined by their difference in water content. The water 

content in muscle tissues is around 70%, and the water content in fat is around 20%. We 

know that the imaginary component of the complex relative permittivity iε  is related to 

the conductivity of a material. We expect big differences in the microwave absorption 

coefficients between porcine fat and muscle tissues.  
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Fig. 2.2 Dielectric properties: (a) real component of complex relative permittivity of test 
samples and (b) imaginary component of complex relative permittivity of test samples. 
 

 

The microwave absorption coefficient was calculated and shown in Fig. 2.3. As 

we expected, the microwave absorption rates of the muscles are close to that of the 

water, and are much greater than that of the fat tissue in a broad frequency range. 1/e 

microwave penetration depth in biological tissues is the inverse of the absorption 

coefficient. From Fig. 2.3(b), it is estimated that at 3 GHz, which is used by our TAT 

system, the penetration depth of muscle tissue is between 1~2 cm, and the penetration 

depth in fat is near 10 cm. Our measurements show good agreement with experimental 

data presented in literatures. 14-16 
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Fig. 2.3 (a) Microwave absorption coefficients of tissues as compared with water, and 
(b) 1/e penetrastion depth in biological tissue as compared with water. 
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3. APPLICATIONS IN MEDICAL IMAGING* 

3.1 Visulize HIFU-induced lesion with thermoacoustic tomography 

3.1.1 Introduction 

High-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) has been used as an effective minimally 

invasive treatment for tumors deep in the body.33-36 The objective of HIFU treatment is 

to use a highly focused ultrasound beam to destroy a predetermined volume of malignant 

tissue while minimizing, or avoiding, damage to the surrounding tissue. The HIFU beam 

introduces a rapid rise in temperature, which results in tissue coagulation, in the target 

region.   Research using pathologic studies37 has shown irreversible tumor cell death and 

severe damage to tumor blood vessels in the treated region in human tissue in vivo.  The 

size and shape of the induced lesions are related to the amount of ultrasonic energy 

delivered to the tissue. Monitoring the treated region of the target tumor, as well as the 

untreated region, is important for providing feedback on the treatment.  

To improve the clinical effectiveness of HIFU treatments, much effort has been 

focused on developing effective imaging techniques to visualize the treatment process as 

well as determine the immediate thermal effects. Currently, HIFU ablation damage is  

 

____________ 
*Reprinted with permission from “Imaging of HIFU-induced lesions in soft biological 
tissue using thermoacoustic tomography”  by X. Jin, Y. Xu, L.-H. Wang, Y. R. Fang, C. 
I. Zanelli, and S. M. Howard, 2005. Med. Phys. 32, 5-11 Copyright [2005] by Medical 
Physics. 
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best observed by using MRI,38–40 but MRI makes the treatment cumbersome and 

expensive. Unfortunately, conventional pulse-echo ultrasonic imaging methods are not 

suitable for visualizing thermal damage because the ultrasonic backscattering 

coefficients of the HIFU-treated regions are not substantially different from those of the 

untreated surrounding regions.  The changes in tissue during HIFU-treatment that can be 

observed by B-mode ultrasound imaging are thought to be influenced by gas bubbles and 

tissue vaporization which makes the detection unreliable. Studies on the acoustic 

properties of lesions have been carried out by many researchers.41,42  Their results show 

increases in the attenuation coefficient and the sound speed in the lesion region 

compared to those in untreated tissue regions. Imaging techniques based on changes in 

acoustic properties have been proposed to visualize HIFU-induced lesions, and while 

preliminary results have been obtained for ultrasonically homogeneous tissues such as 

liver, results for more heterogeneous tissues are still under investigation.43,44 

Thermal ablation of malignant tissue is associated with a decrease in water 

content and conductivity. There are two explanations for the loss of water in the lesion 

region. To kill malignant tissue with ultrasonic ablation, the temperature in the target 

region is elevated to 65 ºC or higher. At such high temperatures, tissue begins to 

coagulate and subsequently water evaporates.45 Due to water vaporization, the lesion 

region has less water content than the untreated region. In addition, reduced blood flow 

results in water loss. Experiments on breast tumor and liver tumor have shown that 

HIFU treatments interrupt the blood flow within tumor vessels, and, consequently, that 

the blood flow within the tumor vessels declines dramatically following HIFU 
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treatments.45,46 Because the lesion region has less water content than the untreated area 

and the conductivity of this region is, therefore, lower than that of the untreated area, it 

absorbs less microwave energy than the untreated area. The effect of the heating on the 

intracellular ionic concentration, however, is still not clear. Some research has claimed 

that no obvious changes in ionic concentration occur during or after heating.47 Because 

TAT can differentiate thermally induced lesions from untreated tissue based on 

differences in their electromagnetic properties, it has the potential to image HIFU-

induced lesions.  

The purpose of this section is to establish the feasibility of using TAT to 

noninvasively detect the coagulated damage in tissue that is being treated. Two 

reconstruction algorithms are explored: a filtered back-projection and a local-

tomography-type algorithm, where the latter was implemented to emphasize the 

boundaries between the different tissues. To verify that TAT can differentiate low water-

content tissue from high water-content tissue, a sample was made by embedding low 

water-content fat in high water-content porcine muscle. This sample was then imaged. 

Subsequently, a HIFU-induced lesion in porcine muscle was produced for the purpose of 

evaluating the ability of TAT to detect ablation. Good contrast was obtained between the 

lesion and the tissue surrounding it. A comparison of the size of the lesion measured 

with TAT and the size measured by a gross pathologic photograph is also presented. 
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3.1.2  Experimental methods 

A side view of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3.1. The tissue sample was 

constructed by embedding a piece of fresh porcine muscle in fat. The whole tissue 

sample was immersed in mineral oil and placed on a base in the X-Y plane. In the 

experiments, we carefully removed the air bubbles between the fat and muscle and fixed 

the relative position of the muscle with a thin string. The porcine muscle had a water 

content of ~75%,32 which is similar to the water content of cancerous tissue.  

 

  Sample 

Mineral oil 

Receiver 

Rotation axis 

Microwave 
generator 

85 mm 

    HIFU 
transducer 

Waveguide 

Y 

Z 

X 

 

Fig. 3.1 Side view of the experimental setup. 

 

The ultrasonic receiver was an unfocused transducer (V323, Panamatrics NDT 

Inc.), with a central frequency of 2.25 MHz and a diameter of 6 mm. This receiver was 

scanned around the Z axis, and its axis was aligned with the center of the muscle. 
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Thermal lesions were induced in the muscle using a spherically focused transducer 

(Onda Corporation), which irradiated the sample from above, along the Z direction. 

The HIFU transducer operated at a central frequency of approximately 4 MHz, 

with a focal length of 25 mm. It was driven by a continuous sinusoidal voltage produced 

by a signal generator (DS345, Stanford Research) and passed through a RF amplifier 

(240L, ENI). The HIFU transducer was immersed in mineral oil to provide coupling to 

the sample. Because the HIFU-induced lesion was formed preferentially before the 

focus, the distance between the HIFU transducer and the tissue sample was less than 25 

mm.  

The experiment was conducted in a plastic container filled with mineral oil. The 

plastic container was large enough so that the reflection of the thermoacoustic waves 

from the boundaries of the container would not interfere with our reconstruction results. 

The microwave energy was delivered into the biological tissue from the bottom of 

container through an air-filled pyramidal horn antenna with an opening of 120 mm x 88 

mm. The tissue sample was placed above the opening of the antenna as shown in Fig. 

3.1.  The central frequency of the microwave generator was 3 GHz. At this frequency, 

the penetration depth in fat is 9 cm, and the penetration depth in muscle is 1.2 cm. Most 

other soft tissues have penetration depths between these two values. The peak power of 

the microwave pulse is estimated to be 2 kW, and the estimated total energy of the 

microwave pulse is about 1 mJ. The pulse width of the microwave source is 0.5 μs, 

which means that ultrasonic waves up to ~2 MHz were generated, thus providing spatial 

resolution on the millimeter scale. We used an unfocused transducer (Panametrics-NDT, 
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model C3015, Waltham MA) with a central frequency of 1 MHz and bandwidth of 0.8 

MHz as the receiver. The amplitude of the received data is at μv level; we amplified the 

thermoacoustic signal at 40~60 dB with an ultrasound pulser-receiver (Panametrics-

NDT, model 5072PR, Waltham MA), and then sampled the data with an oscilloscope 

(Tektronix, model TDS640) at 20 MHz. The microwave generator and the oscilloscope 

were synchronized by a function generator. Several minutes after the lesion was 

generated in the tissue, we turned on the microwave generator and began to collect the 

thermoacoustic signals. The estimated microwave radiation level based on the above 

settings conforms to the safety requirements.27 The data were then transmitted to the 

computer and recorded for further processing. 

3.1.3 Reconstruction method 

The reconstruction methods are based on previous studies.48-51 An approximate 2-D 

filtered back-projection algorithm was applied to obtain an energy deposition image 

first. To emphasize the sharp details in the reconstructed image, we then used a7 local-

tomography-type reconstruction algorithm that was also studied in the paper referenced 

above. In the following experiments, we reconstructed the image with full (panoramic) 

view data, which were collected by scanning the ultrasonic transducer around the tissue 

sample in a full circle. In practice, we often can obtain only limited-view data and then 

must use the limited-view algorithm discussed previously 48 to reconstruct the image.  
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3.1.4  Results and discussion 

a) Experimental results 

First, the reconstructed images, using two different reconstruction methods, are 

compared in Fig. 3.2(a) shows a gross pathologic photograph, and Fig. 3.2(b) shows the 

results of the approximate filtered back-projection method. Because of the band-limited 

effect of the receiving transducer, the low-frequency components of the thermoacoustic 

signals detected by the receiver were filtered out. To reconstruct the image through the 

approximate filtered back-projection method, we estimated the ultrasound pressure by 

integration. The integration process resulted in only an approximation of the non-filtered 

thermoacoustic signals. From Fig. 3.2(c), we observe that the reconstructed image is 

uniform due to the smoothing effect of this integration.  Fig. 3.2 (b) is the result using a 

local-tomography-type algorithm; here the reconstructed image has better contrast. To 

better characterize the size and position of the lesion in the reconstructed image, we were 

interested in the interfaces between the muscle and the HIFU induced lesion, in which 

high-frequency components of the thermoacoustic signals dominated.  For this reason, 

we used the local-tomography-type reconstruction method in our analysis. The image 

contrast in Fig. 3.2(b) is improved as a result of removing the low-frequency 

components and emphasizing the boundaries between the different tissues.  Because of 

the filtering effects and our use of the local-tomography-type reconstruction method, the 

reconstructed image in Fig. 3.2(b) is not a direct energy deposition image.  
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(a) 
  

(b)  
 

(c) 

Fig. 3.2 (a) Gross pathologic photograph of the sample used in the experiment. (b) 
Reconstructed image using the local-tomography-type algorithm. (c) Reconstructed 
image using the approximate filtered back-projection algorithm. The lesion region is 
indicated by arrows. 

 

Next, to examine the image contrast that results from the differences in water 

content in the different tissues, we began with a sample of two small pieces of fat 

embedded in a piece of porcine muscle. A photograph of the sample is shown in Fig. 

3.3(a). The sample consisted of two fat cylinders with a diameter of about 7 mm and a 

thickness of 6 mm. Because the water content in fat is much lower than the water content 

in muscle, we expected a large contrast between the two small pieces of fat and their 

surrounding areas in the reconstructed image. Figure 3.3(b) shows the reconstructed 

image using the local-tomography-type reconstruction method. We observe large 

changes in the fat regions. This experiment verifies that image contrast is related to 

differences in the water content of biological tissues. 
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(a) 
  

(b) 
Fig. 3.3 (a) Photograph of the phantom used in the experiment. (b) Reconstructed image 
using local-tomography-type method. 

 

Our final step was to generate HIFU-induced lesions in the tissue and obtain 

TAT images of them. Because our objective was to visualize HIFU-induced lesions with 

TAT, we attempted to simplify the creation of the lesions by not adding a layer of 

normal tissue above the tissue to be treated. This should have no effect on our results in 

terms of microwave penetration because the microwave energy source was placed 

beneath the sample to force the microwave pulses to propagate through the tissue. The 

tissue sample was constructed of a piece of muscle surrounded by fat. Figure 3.4(a) 

shows a photographic top view of the sample. Figure 3.4(b) depicts a schematic side 

view of the phantom used in the experiment. The approximate dimensions of the muscle 

were 40 mm × 30 mm, and the thickness of the muscle was 6 mm. The base fat was 

approximately 10 mm in thickness. Our current microwave radiation system had limited 

ability to provide uniformly distributed microwave energy to the tissue sample. This 

limitation determined the maximum size of the sample we could use without making 

spatial corrections. Other factors that determined the maximum size of the sample used 

 Fat 
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in the experiment included the frequency and power of the microwaves since microwave 

power is subject to safety requirements. The HIFU transducer heated the muscle sample 

from the top. The lesion was created by the HIFU transducer powered at 15 W, 

corresponding to approximately 600 W/cm2 at the focus for 1.5 minutes. The dose of 

therapeutic ultrasound had been selected to induce water vaporization in the tissue. 

Several minutes after the formation of the lesion, we began to collect the TAT data. The 

thermoacoustic signals were sampled for 40μ s at a sampling rate of 50 MHz. The 

transducer was circularly scanned around the sample at a radius of 7.8 cm with a step 

size of o25.2 . At each detection angle, 200 thermoacoustic waves were averaged to abate 

the random noise and thus improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the detection.  

 

                 

 Lesion 

 Fat 

 Muscle 

 

(a) 

 

 10 mm 

6 mmMuscle

Fat 

  
                   

               (b) 

Fig. 3.4 (a) Gross pathologic photograph of the sample used in the experiment; the lesion 
was induced at an RF power of 15 W for one and half minutes; (b) Schematic side view 
of the sample. 
 

The lesion showed up on the surface of the muscle as a white circle, sometimes 

with a central hole, which is clearly visible in Fig. 3.4(a). After heating, the tissue lost 

some of its water content due to water vaporization, which decreased accordingly its 
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ability to absorb microwave energy. Because in this case the fat under the muscle was 

only about 1cm in thickness, which was far less than the penetration depth in fat (9 cm at 

3 GHz), the fat base had no obvious influence on the quality of the reconstructed TAT 

image. 
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Fig. 3.5 Comparison of the pizoelectric signal before and after the treatment 

 

In Fig. 3.5, we compared the thermoacoustic signal obtained before the treatment 

with that after threatment. The dotted plot is the thermoacoustic signal received by the 

ultrasonic transducer before the treatment, the solid line is the thermoacoustic signal 

received after the treatment. In the lesion region as shown between two perpendicular 

dashed lines , we observed a negtaive change in the signal strength after the treatment. 

We expect big change in the reconstruct image. 
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(a) 

 
  

(b) 

 
(c) 

 
                                             
                                           (d) 

Fig. 3.6 Reconstructed image using local-tomography-type reconstruction method: (a) 
before heating; (b) after heating. (c) The differential image obtained by subtracting the 
data collected before heating from the data collected after heating. The lesion regions are 
indicated by dashed circles. (d) Reconstructed profile across the region at a depth shown 
by arrows in (a) and (b) 
 

We reconstructed the image using the local-tomography-type reconstruction 

algorithm. Figure 3.6(a) is the reconstructed image before treatment, and Fig. 3.6(b) is 

the reconstructed image after treatment. These two images do not represent energy 

deposition directly, because most of the low-frequency components of the 
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thermoacoustic signals have been removed to emphasize the boundaries. We estimate 

that the ratio of the change in microwave absorption in the lesion region to the average 

absorption in the surrounding normal tissue was 0.85 in this case. In other similar 

experiments, the ratios ranged from 0.55 to 0.95. The lesion shown in the tissue 

photograph confirmed the corresponding regions measured by TAT. By subtracting the 

data collected before heating from the data collected after heating, but before 

reconstruction of the image, we obtained better image quality as shown in Fig. 3.6(c). 

Figure 3.6(d) compares two plots at the same depth shown in the reconstructed images 

before treatment and after treatment, as shown in Fig. 3.6(a) and (b). The lesion shown 

in the photograph confirmed the corresponding regions measured by TAT, and 

reconstructed image after subtraction has better image quality.  

b) Evaluation and characterization of the lesion 

In Fig. 3.7 we compare the sizes of the lesions measured from the TAT image with the 

sizes measured from the photograph. The lesion in the TAT image was evaluated as the 

area enclosed by the half maximum intensity contour of the lesion boundary. The lesion 

in the photograph was defined as the heated region (colored white). The scattered circles 

denote the results measured from TAT. The dash line shows the ideal regression of the 

scattered values. The solid line represents the fit using a weighted LS (least-squares) 

regression. The weights are the inverse of the lesion area measured in the photograph. 

The resulting regression equation relating the values from TAT (denoted by TAT) and 

the values from the photographs (denoted by Photo) is [TAT] = 0.91 x [Photo] + 3.67. In 
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other words, the size evaluated from the TAT image was smaller than the size evaluated 

from the pathologic photograph. As the size of the lesion becomes larger, the 

discrepancy becomes more obvious. It has been shown that thermal damage is associated 

with an increase in the speed of sound.41  In the reconstruction process, we assumed a 

uniform ultrasound speed in the tissue sample without considering a change in 

ultrasound speed in the lesion region. This may partly explain why the size of the lesion 

measured from the TAT image was smaller than the size measured from the photograph. 

Further work that explicitly considers the difference in ultrasound speed between lesions 

and the surrounding tissue can potentially improve the accuracy of this method. Another 

important reason for the discrepancy is the limited resolution of our system, which can 

be improved by decreasing the microwave pulse width and increasing the bandwidth of 

the receiving ultrasonic transducer.  

 
Fig. 3.7 Scatter plot of the area of the lesion evaluated using TAT vs. the area measured 
from pathologic photographs. The evaluation was applied to 10 lesions; the regression 
equation obtained using the weighted LS regression was [TAT] = 0.91*[Photo] + 3.67. 
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3.1.5 Discussion 

Two problems that exist in our current imaging system are the nonuniformity of 

microwave distribution and the limited bandwidth of the receiving transducer. Both have 

great influence on the sample size used in the experiments and the resolution of the 

reconstructed images.  

First, we consider the effects of the non-uniformity of microwave distribution on 

our final results. The pyramidal horn antenna used to irradiate microwave energy into 

the tissue sample is fed by a 10TE  waveguide. The horn antenna is tapered gradually 

from the waveguide dimensions to a larger aperture so as to preserve the electric field 

distribution of the dominant mode in the open aperture. Neglecting the effects of the 

currents on the exterior surfaces of the horn antenna, the electric field at the aperture of 

the antenna can be approximated to have the same shape as the corresponding 

component of the 10TE  mode. The electric field of the pyramidal horn near the aperture 

was estimated by )sin(),( 10,0 a
EE πηξηξ = , where 10,0E  is the amplitude of the electric 

field of the 10TE  mode, and a  is the dimension of the horn aperture in the η  direction. 

The η  direction is chosen to be along the longer dimension, and the ξ  direction is 

chosen to be along the shorter dimension. ),( ξηξE  depends on the η -coordinate and is 

independent of the ξ -coordinate (i.e., uniform in the ξ  direction). The electric field 

reaches its maximum at the center of the longer side, and zero at both ends. More 

accurate values of the transient electric field radiated by the transmitting antenna in the 
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tissue sample can be computed by Finite-Difference Time Domain (FDTD) simulations. 

From the above analysis, we know that it is generally necessary to consider the 

microwave distribution in order to reconstruct an image of the tissue sample. In the 

current experiments, the tissue regions that we are interested in are very small compared 

with the antenna aperture, and we are only interested in the boundaries between different 

tissues. Therefore, it is safe to assume a relatively uniform distribution of microwave 

energy in the tissue sample. For large samples, however, this effect must be considered 

in order to achieve good image quality. 

Next, we show the effects of the limited bandwidth of the receiving ultrasonic 

transducer on the received signals. The impulse response and the spectrum of the 

transducer are shown in Fig. 3.8(a) and (b). To illustrate the bandwidth-limited effects of 

the receiver, we numerically simulated the one-dimensional output piezo-electric signals 

of the thermoacoustic signals passing through the receiving transducer. In the 

simulations, we took into consideration the pulse width of the microwave pulse used in 

the experiments. Figure 3.8(c) is the temporal profile of the microwave pulse used in the 

experiments. Figure 3.8(e) shows the thermoacoustic signals induced by the microwave 

pulse. The simulation was carried on in one dimension, rather than in two, to simplify 

the computations although the results can be easily extended to two dimensions. The 

piezo-electric output of the ultrasonic transducer in response to the thermoacoustic 

pressure was calculated as the convolution between the thermoacoustic pressure and the 

impulse response of the transducer. Because of the band-limited effects of the 

transducer, we expected large changes at the boundary regions in the piezo-electric 
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output signal. The low-thermoacoustic pressure region in Fig. 3.8(d) was used to 

simulate the lesion. Figure 3.8(f) was the simulated piezo-electric output. We observed a 

deep drop in the piezo-electric signal at the lesion region. The recovery of the 

thermoacoustic signal through deconvolution is difficult to realize. As a reasonable 

simplification, in our analysis in the frequency range below 2 MHz, a differential 

operator was used to approximate the spectrum of the transducer.   

Changes in the dielectric properties reflect HIFU-induced changes in the target 

region. Imaging techniques based on changes in the dielectric properties of tissue may be 

used to monitor the physiological changes during ultrasound treatment. Our experiments 

were implemented with a single ultrasonic transducer rotating in a circle to collect 

signals from different directions. Due to this limitation, we were unable to monitor 

changes in the tissue in real-time, and, consequently, changes in the dielectric properties 

during heating were not measured. Some research has shown that the dielectric 

properties of tissue increase at the initial denaturation of protein,52–54 which can be 

explained by an increased mobility of the bound water and ions. We expect stronger 

microwave absorption at the initial treatment. The cavitations during the treatment, 

however, may complicate real-time monitoring of HIFU treatments. In the future, the use 

of a transducer array will substantially reduce the data collection time and provide more 

information on the possibility of applying TAT to the real-time monitoring of HIFU 

treatments. 
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(a) 

 
(b) (c) 

 
(d) 

 
( e) (f) 

 
Fig. 3.8 Simulation of a piezo-electric signal in response to a microwave-induced 
thermoacoustic signal. (a) The temporal profile of the impulse response of the 2.25 MHz 
transducer. (b) Spectrum of the 2.25 MHz ultrasonic transducer. (c) Temporal profile of 
the microwave pulse used in the simulations. (d) Thermoacoustic signals induced by an 
ideal microwave pulse for a sample with a low microwave absorption region in the 
center. (e) Thermoacoustic signals induced by microwave pulses used in the experiments 
for the same samples used in (d). (f) Simulated piezo-electric signals of the 2.25 MHz 
ultrasonic transducer for (e). 

 

 The treatment of discrete tumors is a difficult clinical problem. When the contrast 

in water content between cancerous and normal tissue is large, the difference in 

microwave absorption is also large. Thermoacoustic tomography has been shown to be 

capable of detecting small tumors based on this difference in microwave absorption.29 

We have demonstrated that TAT can, in addition, differentiate the tumor before and after 
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treatment. Moreover, high-intensity focused ultrasound has been shown to be a 

noninvasive treatment that can induce well-defined coagulated lesions while leaving the 

surrounding area unaffected. The size and shape of the target region can be well 

controlled to focus on the individual tumor. The prospect of combining these two 

techniques in order to both detect tumors and apply thermal surgery during the same 

clinical event holds great promise for cancer treatment in the future. 

3.1.6   Conclusions 

HIFU-induced lesions in porcine muscle were imaged with TAT. Tissue thermal-damage 

can result in a localized change in a tissue’s electromagnetic properties, and thus its 

ability to absorb microwave energy. Our preliminary results have shown that TAT has 

the capacity to visualize HIFU-induced lesions with good contrast using a local-

tomography-type reconstruction algorithm. The boundaries of different tissues can be 

imaged clearly. The size and position of lesions measured from TAT images were 

compared with the size and position of those measured from gross pathologic 

photographs. It was established that TAT can estimate the size of lesions effectively. 

From the preliminary studies conducted here, we conclude that TAT has the potential to 

provide an effective, low-cost alternative method for imaging HIFU-induced lesions. 
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3.2 Clinical breast cancer imaging  

3.2.1 Introduction 

The American Cancer Society reports that breast cancer is the second overall leading 

cause of death among woman in the United States. X-ray mammography and 

ultrasonography are current clinical tools for breast cancer screening and detection. 

Mammography, however, uses ionizing radiation, and is not safe to frequent use. 

Moreover, radiographically dense breast still remains a challenge for X-ray 

mammography. Currently, ultrasonography is used as adjunct tool for X-ray 

mammography. It tends to miss non-palpable tumors due to its intrinsic limitations. 

Because malignant tissue and normal tissue differs in their dielectric properties, here we 

investigate the feasibility of using our 3 GHz TAT system for clinical breast cancer 

imaging at M. D. Anderson cancer center. 

3.2.2 Experiment and results 

The data were collected by using four ultrasonic transducers as the receiver. Channels 1 

and 4 were two focused ultrasonic transducers with central frequencies at 1 MHz and 3.5 

MHz, respectively. Channels 2 and 3 were two unfocused ultrasonic transducers with 

central frequencies at 1 MHz and 2.25 MHz, respectively. The depth of the tumor in the 

vertical direction was estimated by ultrasonography. The TAT image was obtained in the 

horizontal plane. The vertical depth of the four transducers had been adjusted to be 
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around the location of the tumor to get a better coverage. After the surgery, the 

mastectomy specimen was placed into a plastic container and bathed in mineral oil. A 

vacuum pump was used to remove the air between the tissue sample and the container 

wall. The diameter of the breast tissue sample in the imaging plane was approximately 

11 cm. The thickness of the tissue sample was approximately 9 cm. The transducers 

scanned clockwise in a circle. The rotation step was 1.5°. We averaged the signals at 

each step to obtain a better signal-to-noise ratio.  

The TAT images were reconstructed using a modified backprojection method. 

Strong image contrasts were observed in the tumor regions for all the channels with 

consistency of position and shape. The reconstructed images from the two focused 

transducers (channel 1 and channel 4) provided better signal-to-noise ratios. The TAT 

image of Channel 1 (1 MHz, focused) is shown in Fig. 3.9(a). An object (presumably the 

tumor) in the TAT image has been identified as the strong-signal (bright colored) region, 

which is located in the 3 o’clock position (12 o’clock and 3 o’clock are marked in Fig. 

3.9 (a)).  Two gray arrows show the tumor region in the TAT image. The average tumor-

to-background contrast was estimated to be over 5. Figure 3.9(b) shows a one-

dimensional plot across the tumor region denoted by the two dashed gray arrows in Fig. 

3.9 (a).  The size of the tumor was approximately 16 mm × 20 mm. The dark ring in the 

reconstructed image came from the system interference. Figure 3.9(c) shows 

preoperative sonogram of the breast shows an ill-defined tumor, which later proved to be 

infiltrating lobular carcinoma at pathologic examination.  The transverse dimension of 

the lesion measures 2.7 cm as marked by the two + calipers, which verifies the  
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Fig. 3.9 (a) TAT image of the mastectomy specimen. The tumor region has been 
identified as the region denoted by the two solid gray arrows;  (b) Line profile across the 
tumor region indicated by the two dashed gray arrows in (a);  (c) Preoperative sonogram; 
(d) Digital radiograph of the mastectomy specimen  

 

 

measurements from TAT image. The anteroposterior dimension of the lesion measures 

1.5 cm as marked by the two x-shape calipers. Digital radiograph of the mastectomy 

specimen is shown in Fig. 3.9(d), in which the white line is a localizing wire placed into 

Tumor 
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the lesion (arrows) under real-time ultrasound guidance, and the tumor is marked by two 

dashed gray arrows. The digital radiograph further verifies the location of tumor 

obtained by TAT.  In this experiment, TAT obtained better image contrast than the other 

two imaging modalities. 

Same as in the previous experiment, four ultrasonic transducers were used for get 

a better coverage of the tumor region. The diameter of the breast tissue sample in the 

imaging plane was around 17 cm, which was about 1.5 times bigger than in the previous 

experiment. The thickness of the tissue sample was around 4 cm. The scanning step is 

2.25o. At each step, the thermoacoustic signals were averaged. An irregular region with 

strong thermoacoustic signal is observed in the TAT images from all three channels with 

consistency of position and shape. Same as in previous experiment, the two cylindrically 

focused transducers (channel 1 and channel 2) gave better signal-to-noise ratio.  The 

TAT image detected by channel 2 (2.25 MHz, cylindrically focused, located 18 mm 

above the bottom of the container) is shown in Fig. 3.10(a), and 12 o’clock and 3 o’clock 

are marked. From our results, an object (presumably the tumor) in the TAT image has 

been identified as the strong-signal (bright colored) region, which is located around the 

center of the image.  Four gray arrows show the tumor region in the TAT image. The 

average tumor-to-background contrast is estimated to be around 4~5. A one-dimensional 

plot across the tumor region shown by the two arrows is also shown in Fig. 3.10(b).  The 

diameter of the tumor is estimated to be around 3 cm. The signal-to-noise ratio is weaker 

than in the previous experiment.  
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Fig. 3.10 (a) Thermoacoustic image of the excised whole breast (mastectomy specimen). 
The tumor region is indicated by the gray arrows. 12 o’clock and 3 o’clock are marked.  
(b) Line profile across the tumor region indicated by the two black arrows in (a).  (c) 
Digital radiograph of the mastectomy specimen. 12 o’clock and 3 o’clock are marked.  
(d) Postoperative sonogram of the breast.  
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This may be because of the larger scanning radius used in this experiment, so that 

the microwave-induced ultrasonic signals had to pass a longer propagation path to reach 

the ultrasonic transducers and therefore suffered more attenuation. Figure 3.10(c) shows 

the digital radiograph of the mastectomy specimen. 12 o’clock and 3 o’clock are marked. 

Figure 3.10(d) is the postoperative sonogram of the breast. The lesion measures ~27 mm 

× 38 mm from sonogram, which is close to the value obtained from TAT image. 

 In both of two experiments, the image contrasts obtained by TAT are much better 

than those obtained by ultrasonography. In the first experiment, in which a 

radiographically denser breast was imaged, TAT obtained better image contrast than that 

of X-ray mammography. The geometric information obtained with TAT was confirmed 

by both sonogram and radiograph. Those clinical results verify that TAT has the 

potential to be used as a new clinical screening tool for breast cancer imaging.  
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3.3 Other potential applications 

Other potential applications for TAT may include joint imaging for monitoring 

inflammatory arthritis. The increase of synovial fluid is one of the earliest pathologoic 

changes in many inflammatory joint disease. An important substance present in articular 

cartilage and synovial fluid is called hyaluronic acid, which can help joint hold 

water.55,56 Injection of hyaluronic acid is also a method to treat inflammation.57 In a 

previous research, laser-based photoacoustic tomography was proposed to image finger 

joints.58 Microwave-induced TAT has deep penetration depth in biological tissue as well 

as high sensitivity to water content, ionic concentration; it may be used to image bigger 

joints than that has been done by laser-based photoacoustic tomography.  
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4. THE EFFECTS OF ACOUSTIC HETEROGENEITIES IN                      

WEAKLY REFRACTIVE MEDIUM*  

4.1 Introduction 

In the previous section, it is shown that TAT has the potential to be used in breast cancer 

detection. Existing reconstruction algorithms for TAT is based on the assumption of 

homogeneous acoustic speed in biological tissue, an approximation that is only partially 

valid in clinical application. From breast imaging with TAT, we have learned that 

different components of the breast, such as the glandular tissues, stromal tissues, 

cancerous tissues and other fatty tissues, have different acoustic properties.32 The 

variations between their acoustic speeds can be as great as 10%. The acoustic speed in 

subcutaneous fat is between 1400 m/s and 1450 m/s, whereas the acoustic speed in 

normal parenchyma and stromal tissue is between 1500 m/s and 1560 m/s. 

 Acoustic speed variations have two effects on TAT images based on the 

homogeneous-speed assumption.  The first effect is the displacement of thermoacoustic 

signals radially, i.e., along the assumed linear radiating propagation paths of a 

thermoacoustic signal, due to an incorrect acoustic speed being assumed in calculating 

the positions of targets along the path.  The second effect is the displacement of  

 

 

___________ 

*Reprinted with permission from “Thermoacoustic tomography with correction for 
acoustic speed variations (www.iop.org/EJ/abstract/0031-9155/51/24/010)” by X. Jin 
and L.-H. Wang, 2006. Phys. Med. Biol. 51, 6437-6448 Copyright [2006] by IOP 
Publishing Limited. www.iop.org/journals/pmb. 
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thermoacoustic signals tangentially due to the ultrasonic refraction away from the 

assumed straight path. In existing reconstruction algorithms, the recorded acoustic 

signals from a given viewing angle are backprojected to the imaging region without 

position correction. Therefore, the backprojected signals from a given detection position 

are misplaced in the reconstructed image and subsequently added imprecisely to the 

backprojected signals obtained from other detection positions. This causes both blurring 

and displacement in the reconstructed image and reduces the contrast. Consequently, the 

ability of TAT to detect small tumors is compromised.  

A numerical study showed that the effects of acoustic heterogeneities on TAT 

can be reduced by using an acoustic speed distribution,59 which is measured 

independently of TAT. To this end, we use ultrasonic transmission tomography (UTT) to 

quantitatively measure the acoustic speed distribution in the tissue. UTT is implemented 

by time-of-flight measurements,60-63 and it is compatible with our TAT system. Since 

UTT reveals mechanical contrast, the image quality of UTT alone is insufficient for 

early-stage tumor detection. The deterioration of the image quality due to ultrasonic 

attenuation and refraction is less obvious in TAT than in UTT, because in TAT the 

ultrasonic wave propagates one way only and the central frequency of the generated 

thermoacoustic waves is lower (around 1 MHz).  

In this section, we analyze the effects of acoustic speed variations on TAT 

imaging and then propose a compensation method based on UTT to correct for these 

effects. We show that the acoustic speed distributions obtained from UTT can be used to 

improve the image quality of TAT in weakly refractive tissue. Numerical simulations 
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and phantom experiments are presented to verify the effectiveness of the proposed 

method.  

4.2 Effects of acoustic heterogeneities on TAT in weakly refractive medium 

Assume the number of heterogeneities in the breast is limited, when the sizes of the 

heterogeneities are comparable to or smaller than the wavelength, diffractive phenomena 

dominate over refractive effects, amplitude distortion of the wavefront is trivial if we 

placed the detectors in the far field of the heterogeneities. When the sizes of the 

heterogeneities are greater than a wavelength, by using ray theory (geometric 

propagation) we will show that refraction-induced multipath interference is minimal; 

consequently, no severe amplitude distortion as those found in ultrasound tomography 

occurs. Furthermore, the effects of the phase distortion can be evaluated through the 

variations in the time-of-flight for weakly refractive medium. 

4.2.1 Amplitude distortion of the wavefront 

Here we only consider large-scale heterogeneities in the following analysis. Amplitude 

distortion induced by wave refraction is our primary concern. Refraction occurs when 

there are acoustic speed variations between different tissues; hence thermoacoustic 

waves will propagate through a path departed from the assumed straight path. In this 

case multipath interferences occur and induce amplitude distortion. The effects of 

acoustic heterogeneities on breast TAT has been studied with simulated data,59 in which 

the theoretical analyses are based on an assumption that breast parenchyma is acoustic 
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homogeneous. Under this assumption, we only need to consider the refraction effects at 

the interface between the breast parenchyma and subcutaneous fat while the refraction 

effects at the boundary between the mineral oil and subcutaneous fat is neglected due to 

the small difference in their acoustic speed variations.  

For convex interface, it can be proved that there are no refraction-induced 

multipath interferences and consequently amplitude distortion due to refraction can be 

ignored for this case.59 This conclusion also can be applied to a boundary with 

wavelength-scale concave segment. This kind of boundary can be treated as a convex 

boundary approximately because the effects of the small concave segment can be 

neglected when the detectors are placed in the far field of the segments.  

For concave or irregular interfaces, if the interference is non-focusing type, 

which means the interference of short transient pulses from the same source propagating 

through different paths with different time-of-flights, because travel time along different 

ray paths varies, we can differentiate them in time axis if their individual arrival times do 

no overlap each other and the difference between their travel times is larger than the 

average pulse-width of thermoacoustic signals.  For focusing-type interference, when the 

interface segment is much larger than a wavelength, strong amplitude distortion can be 

minimized by placing the detector within the far field of the heterogeneities for a 

wavelength-scale boundary segment. 59 It is not necessary to apply the inequality when 

ultrasound waves has a frequency range below 0.5 MHz, because ultrasound scattering 

by soft tissue is small and thus no severe amplitude distortion due to scattering.   
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In real applications, breast parenchyma can be acoustic heterogeneous.64 The 

refraction may occur at several interfaces, either convex or concave. As the neighboring 

rays propagate through the heterogeneous medium, they may intersect at some field 

point. But for the weakly refractive medium considered in this study, the amplitude 

distortion due to multipath interferences is trivial as compared with amplitude distortion 

induced by phase shift. We will neglect the effects of multipath interferences in the 

following analysis. 

4.2.2 Phase distortion of the wavefront 

Phase distortion can be brought by wave refraction and acoustic speed variations. In 

weakly refractive medium, we will show that refraction-induced phase distortion can be 

approximated with the phase shift along a straight ray path, thus the effects of phase 

distortion on TAT is only determined by the displacement of thermoacoustic signals 

axially, i.e., along the assumed linear radiating propagation paths of a thermoacoustic 

signal, due to an incorrect acoustic speed being assumed in calculating the positions of 

targets along the path. This is important because if we don’t consider the phase shift of 

received thermoacoustic signals in reconstruction algorithms, the recorded acoustic 

signals from a given viewing angle can be backprojected to the imaging region without 

position correction. Therefore, the backprojected signals from a given detection position 

are misplaced in the reconstructed image and subsequently added imprecisely to the 

backprojected signals obtained from other detection positions. 
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Fig. 4.1 Ray refraction at the boundary between two different tissues 

 

By the assumption that the medium is of weakly refractive, the bean widening 

can be ignored. The wave refraction at the boundary is shown in Fig. 4.1. The following 

results are true for both concave and convex boundaries. The total travel time of an 

acoustic signal is given by the integral of the inverse of the acoustic speed in the tissue 

along the ray path: 

∫= )( )(
1

r rl
dl

c
T       (4.1) 

where )(rc  is the acoustic speed distribution in the tissue and )(rl  is the ray path. 

Define ( )( ) |ccc|max 00−=ε r
r

, where 0c denotes the acoustic speed of the homogenous 

reference medium.  For weakly refractive medium,ε  is a small value.  Although the total 

length of the refractive path is longer than that of the straight line, the refractive path has 

a longer length in the higher acoustic speed region and a shorter path in the lower 

acoustic speed region. This results in the cancellation of the first-order term of ε , thus 

we only have second-order term of ε . It can be proved that59 
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where 1T  be  the time of flight along the refracted path SBDl , 2T  be the time of flight 

along the straight path SDl  without considering refractive effects, and 0T  be the time of 

flight along SDl  by assuming constant acoustic speed in the medium. Therefore, the error 

by neglecting the refractive effects is small; we can neglect refractive effects and only 

calculate the time shift along the straight ray path. In more general cases the ray may 

pass through several interfaces, the above derivation is still true. Therefore the correction 

of acoustic heterogeneities on TAT has been simplified to the problem of correcting the 

phase shift induced by acoustic speed variations along straight ray paths. In the 

following analysis, we assume acoustic speed variations along the ray path dominating 

the phase shift in weakly refractive medium; therefore we will only correct the image 

distortion and blurring induced by the phase shift along the straight ray paths. 

4.3  Theoretical basics and methods  

4.3.1 Measurement of the speed-of-sound distribution 

To correct for the effects of acoustic speed heterogeneities, we need to measure the 

acoustic speed distribution. In this preliminary research, the measurement of two-

dimensional acoustic speed distributions is achieved by UTT. The relationship between 

the speed-of-sound image and measurements obtained for UTT will be explained. 
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In UTT, the acoustic speed in biological tissue can be calculated from the arrival 

times of ultrasonic waves. The total travel time T  can be measured from the recorded 

ultrasonic signals. The time-of-flight measurement for a specific projection line is 

computed by a cross-correlation operation between the signals from the ultrasonic 

transmitter and the signals from the ultrasonic receiver. The location of the maximum of 

the cross-correlation represents the time-of-flight of the ultrasonic wave in the tissue. 

Since )(rl  depends on )(rc , the relationship between T  and )(/1 rc  is nonlinear in 

general. Below, we linearize this problem. 

The travel-time perturbation Tδ  is defined as 

0TTT −=δ                        (4.3) 

A homogenous reference medium is used to measure 0T . The travel times are considered 

stationary here.65,66 For weakly refractive tissues, we linearize )(rl  to the reference ray 

in the homogenous reference medium, )( 0rl , which is independent of )(rc . As a result, 

we have 

∫ ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−=

)(
00

1
)(

1
r rl

ld
cc

Tδ                     (4.4) 

The integration is now taken over )( 0rl . Since )( 0rl  is assumed to be straight, the above 

equation represents a linear relationship between Tδ  and the difference in the inverse of 

the acoustic speed and is a form of the Radon transform. This equation sets up the 

relationship between the acoustic speed distribution in the tissue and the measurements 

obtained from UTT. Of course, Equation (4.4) is valid only for weakly refractive tissue. 
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If strong bending of ultrasonic rays occurs as they cross strongly refractive tissue, Eq. 

(4.4) is no longer valid.  

To implement UTT based on Eq. (4.4), we divide the two-dimensional imaging 

area into cells and assume that )(rc  remains constant in each cell. For viewing angle i , 

we let jil be the length of the path that the ultrasound pulse transverses through cell j . 

The discretized form of Eq. (4.4) is then written as 

⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
−= ∑

0

11
cc

lT
jj

jiiδ                   (4.5) 

where jc  is the acoustic speed in cell j . The nonlinear problem in Eq. (4.2) has been 

simplified to a system of linear equations. To solve Eq. (4.5) for the acoustic speed 

distribution in the tissue, we simply perform a linear inversion using a filtered back-

projection method.67 

4.3.2 Effects of acoustic speed variations on TAT and the correction method 

The propagation of thermoacoustic waves is governed by the following partial 

differential equation: 68,69 

t
tH

C
β

t
tp

c
tp

p ∂
∂

−=
∂

∂
−∇

),(),(
)(

1),( 2

2

2
2 rr

r
r                (4.6) 

Here, β  is the volume thermal expansion coefficient; pC  is the specific heat; ),( tp r  is 

the measured pressure at a certain position and time; )(rc  is the acoustic speed 

distribution in the tissue, and ),( tH r  is the thermal deposition function at a certain 
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position and time. The thermal deposition function can be written as the product of a 

spatial energy deposition function and a microwave pulse function )()(),( tItH ⋅= rr ϕ , 

where )(rϕ  denotes the energy deposition in the tissue, and ( )tI  denotes the microwave 

pulse function.  

By assuming )()( ttI δ=  (Dirac delta function), and performing a Fourier 

transform with respect to t  on both sides of the equation, we obtain 

)(),(~
)(2
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r
ϕωωω
⋅−=⎟⎟
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c
         (4.7) 

where ω  is the angular frequency, ),(~ ωrp  is the Fourier transform of ),( tp r  with 

respect to t , and dttitpp )exp(),(),(~ ωω −⋅= ∫
∞

∞−
rr . 

In an acoustically homogeneous medium, we have cc =)(r (constant). For 

spherical detection geometry, ),( tp r  can be solved by using the Green’s-function 

approach:  

r
rr

rr
rr

′
′−
′

∂
∂

= ∫
−=

d
tCπ4

βctp
ctp '

)(),( ϕ     (4.8) 

The integration, representing the forward problem, is performed on a spherical surface. 

The associated inverse problem has been investigated by many researchers. The back-

projection solutions for different detection geometries can be found in literatures.50,51 In 

our experiment, a circularly scanning detection geometry is used. An approximate back-

projection solution for this 2-D detection geometry in the time domain can be written 

as:50 
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The integration is performed over all of the scanning angles. 

In an acoustically inhomogeneous medium, numerical methods based on linear 

approximations are used to provide the inverse solution for TAT. For weakly refractive 

tissue, the time profile of the thermoacoustic wave is dominated by the first-order 

acoustic speed component, and the distortion of the time profile of the thermoacoustic 

wave is mainly determined by the first-order perturbation. By contrast, higher-order 

acoustic speed components determine the spatial distribution of the ultrasonic waves. 

Here, we neglect the high-order acoustic speed components and only implement axial 

acoustic corrections here. The received thermoacoustic wave can, therefore, be 

approximately modeled by the following integral over a perturbed sphere: 

r
rr

rr ′′
′′−

′′
∂
∂

≈ ∫ d
tC4π

βctp
Sp ~

)(),( ϕ           (4.10) 

where S~  is a curved surface on which every point source has the same time-of-flight to 

the receiver, and r ′′  denotes the position of a point source on S~ .  

The problem then becomes finding )(rϕ  by minimizing ( ) ( )t,p̂t,L rr −ϕ . Here, 

( )tp ,ˆ r  is the measured pressure (projection data); ϕL  is a linear operator that consists of 

a summation on S~  followed by a time differentiation in the time-domain: 

r
rr

rr ′′
′′−
′′ϕ

∂
∂

⋅η= ∫ϕ d
t

:t,L

S~

)()( 0        (4.11) 
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where 0η  is a constant. In 2-D, the integration is performed along a perturbed circle. 

Here, we use LSQR to solve the optimization problem, where LSQR is a least-squares 

method that uses an iterative approach to generate a sequence of approximations so that 

the residual norm decreases monotonically.70 This method depends on the initial 

estimate of the energy deposition, which is obtained from the constant-speed model.   

LSQR is selected for its robustness. The algorithm is summarized as follows: 

1) The acoustic speed distribution is calculated from the time-of-flight 

measurements obtained by UTT through a filtered back-projection method. The 

acoustic speeds at specific locations are obtained using bilinear interpolation. 

2) An initial estimate of the energy deposition )(rϕ  is made from the 

measurements of projection data ( )tp ,ˆ r  by using Eq. (4.9). 

3) An iterative least-squares method based on LSQR is used to solve 

( ) ( )t,p̂t,L rr −ϕ . The iteration stops when either the maximum number of 

iterations has been reached or the corresponding criterion for the convergence is 

satisfied. 
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4.4 Experimental system 
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Fig. 4.2 Experimental setup and the scanning geometry: (a) Experimental setup for the 
combined TAT/UTT imaging system and (b) Schematic of the scanning geometry in top 
view. In UTT, the transmitter sent pulsed ultrasonic signals, and the receiver on the 
opposite side of the transmitter received the ultrasonic pulses. In TAT, the transmitter 
used in UTT was used as the receiver, which circularly scanned the tissue sample.  
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An experimental system was constructed based on our current TAT setup to obtain both 

speed-of-sound and TAT images. The combined TAT/UTT setup is schematically shown 

in Fig. 4.2(a), and the scanning geometry is shown in Fig. 4.2(b). The scanning system 

consisted of two single-element unfocused 2.25 MHz ultrasonic transducers 

(Panametrics Inc., V323) that were approximately 6 mm in diameter with a 6 dB 

bandwidth of approximately 65%. The to-be-measured samples were immersed in 

mineral oil, which was used as the acoustic coupling medium in the experiments. 

For UTT, two unfocused ultrasonic transducers were required. One was used to 

transmit the ultrasonic pulses and the other, on the opposite side of the transmitter, was 

used to receive the pulses. Image reconstruction required fan-beam scanning as well as 

circular scanning of the two transducers. Both the transmitting and receiving transducers 

were mounted on a mechanical arm that was driven by two stepping motors to scan the 

tissue sample submerged in mineral oil. The mechanical arm first scanned in a fan-beam 

fashion to cover the target region of a 67.5° fan-beam angle at each projection angle in 

120 steps by a stepping motor. Then, the two ultrasonic transducers at the positions 

along the center axis of the fan beam were rotated circularly in the imaging plane with a 

step size of 2.25° by a second stepping motor. A pulser-receiver (PR 5072, Panametrics 

Inc.) was used to transmit and to receive the ultrasound pulses. The data were collected 

by using a PC-based data acquisition card (CS14200, Gage Inc.). The time-of-flight 

measurements of the transmitted pulses were made using the cross-correlation method. 

An acoustic speed image was then reconstructed using a filtered back-projection method 
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on a 200 × 200 grid. The speed-of-sound images were subsequently used to correct 

distortion and blurring in the TAT images of the same target. 

For TAT, because the thermoacoustic waves were induced by electromagnetic 

radiation, we did not need an ultrasonic transducer as a transmitter. Either one of the two 

transducers could be used as the detector for the generated thermoacoustic signals. The 

central frequency of the microwave pulse was 3 GHz; the peak power was around 10 

KW; and the pulse width was 0.5 μs. The average energy per pulse was calculated to be 

about 5 mJ. The received thermoacoustic signals were amplified by the ultrasonic 

amplifier and then sampled by the data acquisition board. At each scan position, 150 

measurements were averaged.  

   The UTT data were collected first, and then the TAT measurements were recorded. 

We performed phantom experiments on the same tissue sample using both UTT and 

TAT. The TAT image without acoustic speed compensation was reconstructed by using 

a modified back-projection method. The TAT image with acoustic speed compensation 

was reconstructed by using the method discussed in the previous section. 

4.5 Results and discussion 

 

We first used numerical simulations to demonstrate the distortion and blurring of small 

absorbers caused by acoustic speed variations in TAT images. Then, we used the method 

discussed in the previous section to compensate for the distortion and blurring in the 

simulated data. The compensation method was further verified by using a phantom 
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experiment. In the following discussion, we assume refraction effects are relatively weak 

in the tissue.  

Usually we can optimize TAT images by simply adjusting the average acoustic 

speed in the tissue while assuming the medium is acoustically homogeneous. The image 

quality of TAT, however, is limited when the acoustic speed variations are no longer 

negligible compared with the average acoustic speed. Figure 4.3 shows a numerical 

example of the distortion and blurring brought about by acoustic speed heterogeneities. 

A strong small microwave absorber was surrounded by acoustically heterogeneous 

tissue. The object function for TAT is shown in Fig. 4.3(a), while the object (speed-of-

sound) function for UTT is shown in Fig. 4.3(b). To make the simulation results closer 

to the real situation, in the computation we added 2% Gaussian noise in the object 

function (speed-of-sound) for UTT. Part of the waves generated by the small absorber 

passed through the acoustically heterogeneous tissue. If we assume constant acoustic 

speed in the tissue, the time-of-flight error deteriorates the strength of the reconstructed 

absorber because the back-projection registers the thermoacoustic signals at incorrect 

positions. To illustrate the effects more clearly, we show a close-up TAT image of the 

small absorber, marked by the white dotted square in Fig. 4.3(a). The small absorber 

appears as a crescent-like object in Fig. 4.3(c), which has low spatial resolution. By 

adjusting the average acoustic speed, we can get a sharp boundary for either the big 

absorber or the small absorber, but not for both. Figure 4.3(d) shows that the distortion 

has been alleviated by the proposed correction method using the speed-of-sound 

distribution in the same sample.  
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Fig. 4.3 Numerical simulation: (a) Object function (distribution of microwave 
absorption) for TAT in the simulated phantom sample and (b) object function (acoustic 
speed distribution) for UTT in the sample. To illustrate the blurring more clearly, we 
only showed the close-up TAT image of the small absorber as marked by the white 
dotted square in (a). (c) Close-up TAT image without correction for the acoustic speed 
variations and (d) close-up TAT image with correction for acoustic speed variations.  
 

 

The effects of acoustic heterogeneities on TAT image were further illustrated by 

a phantom experiment. The sample was made by a piece of gelatin with two holes, one is 
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bigger, and another one is smaller. In Fig. 4.4(a), we assume homogeneous speed 

distribution, in which we use acoustic speed in mineral oil. We can see the distortion 

brought by the incorrect acoustic speed used in reconstruction. The acoustic speed in 

mineral oil is approximately 1.42 mm/us and the acoustic speed in gel is approximately 

1.52 mm/us. By adjusting the average acoustic speed, we obtained much better image in 

Fig. 4.4(b) than in Fig. 4.4(a). In this case the TAT image was focused very well by 

adjusting average speed, but this method does not work well in small absorber detection 

in heterogeneous background. This will be shown by the next phantom experiment. 
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Fig. 4.4 Effects of speed variations on a sample made with gelatin: (a) TAT image 
without speed compenstaion; (b) TAT image with speed compenstaion by adjusting 
average speed. 
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Another phantom sample was made by porcine fat and muscle.  A small absorber 

was embedded in the fat. In Fig. 4.5(a), the interface between muscle and fat was imaged 

well, but the small absorber close to the muscle was blurred due to the speed variations 

in the tissue. In Fig. 4.5(b), the strong absorber was imaged well, but the muscle shape 

was not imaged well due to inadequately adjust the acoustic speed in the tissue. The 

acoustic speed in fat is approximately 1.43 mm/us and the acoustic speed in muscle is 

approximately 1.51 mm/us. The difference in their acoustic speed is less than 10%. By 

adjusting the average speed, we obtain the sharpest boundaries for the bigger 

heterogeneities, but we also misrepresent the small absorber. 
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Fig. 4.5  Effects of speed variations on a sample made with porcine fat and muscle: (a) 
TAT image without speed compenstaion; (b) TAT image with speed compenstaion by 
adjusting average speed. 
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Fig. 4.6 (a) Schematic graph of the phantom used in the experiment; (b) Time of flight 
image reconstructed from the measurements by ultrasound transmission tomography; (c) 
Reconstructed speed-of-sound image by using filtered back-projection method. Small 
gelatin absorbers were not imaged very well in this image. 
 

Next, we use a phantom experiment to illustrate how to get the speed-of-sound 

image from ultrasound transmission tomography. As shown in Fig. 4.6, the phantom was 

made by fat, muscle and gel and is illustrated in Fig. 4.6(a). We measured the time of 

flight perturbation by cross-correlating between the ultrasound waves transverse the 

medium with and without to-be-imaged object.  The time-of-flight perturbation image 

was shown in Fig. 4.6(b). The time-of-flight perturbation measurements are then used to 
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reconstruct the sound-of-speed image of the tissue by using the filtered back-projection 

method, and the result is shown in Fig. 4.6(c). Apparently ultrasound transmission 

tomography failed to image two strong absorbers made by gelatin. Later we will show 

that TAT can image small absorbers much better than ultrasound transmission 

tomography. 

             We then investigated the performance of the proposed method with a phantom 

experiment. The phantom sample was composed of porcine fat and muscle. One large 

porcine muscle was embedded in the porcine fat. Figure 4.7(a) shows the top view of the 

phantom sample. The size of the phantom sample was approximately 61 mm × 39 mm, 

and the thickness of the sample was around 12 mm. The sizes of the muscle were 

approximately 17 mm × 21 mm. One small strong absorber was embedded near the 

larger piece of muscle. The diameter of small absorber was around 2.5 mm. The 

absorbers were also constructed from porcine muscle to take advantage of its strong 

absorption of microwave energy. The whole sample was immersed in mineral oil during 

the experiment. The phantom sample was designed to include within it relatively large 

acoustic speed variations. The speed-of-sound measurement is shown in Fig. 4.7(b). The 

measured acoustic speed in the porcine fat was about 1.44 mm/μs, and the measured 

acoustic speed in the porcine muscle was about 1.54 mm/μs.  We compare the result by 

the acoustic speed compensation with the result by adjusting average acoustic speed in 

Fig. 4.7(c) and Fig. 4.7(d). To better illustrate the results, we only show close-up TAT 

images of the small absorber. First we reconstruct focused TAT image by adjusting 

average acoustic speed to obtain sharpest boundary for the porcine fat and muscle. We 
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get blurred image for the small absorber as marked by white arrows in Fig. 4.7(c). The 

TAT image obtained by acoustic speed compensation is shown in Fig. 4.7(d). The 

boundary of the small absorber obtained by the proposed method is sharper than that 

obtained by the method without considering the acoustic heterogeneities. The blurring of 

the small absorber is also not as serious in Fig. 4.7(d) as that in Fig. 4.7(c).  
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Fig. 4.7 Phantom experiment: (a) Photograph of the phantom sample in top view, (b) the 
speed-of-sound image of the phantom sample; To illustrate the blurring more clearly, we 
only showed the close-up TAT image of the small absorber as marked by the black 
dashed square in (a), (c) close-up TAT image obtained by adjusting the average acoustic 
speed (boundaries are denoted by arrows), (d) close-up TAT image obtained by acoustic 
speed compensation using the acoustic speed distribution (boundary are denoted by 
arrows).  
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The performance of the proposed method was further investigated by using a 

phantom experiment. The phantom sample was composed of porcine fat and muscle. We 

embedded in the sample two large porcine muscles that differed in acoustic speed from 

the porcine fat. The top view of the phantom sample is shown in Fig. 4.8(a). The size of 

the whole phantom sample was approximately 52 mm × 84 mm, and the thickness of the 

sample was around 20 mm. The sizes of the two pieces of muscle were approximately 14 

mm × 25 mm and 18 mm × 33 mm, respectively. Three small strong absorbers were 

embedded in the middle. The diameters of the three absorbers from top to bottom were 

around 2.5 mm. The absorbers were constructed from porcine muscle to take advantage 

of its strong absorption of microwave energy. The whole sample was immersed in 

mineral oil. The phantom sample was designed to include within it relatively large 

acoustic speed variations. The acoustic speed in the porcine fat was approximately 1.4 

mm/μs, and the acoustic speed in the porcine muscle was approximately 1.52 mm/μs.  

The acoustic speed difference between the porcine fat and porcine muscle was around 

10%. Fig. 4.8(b) shows the reconstructed speed-of-sound image, which fails to show the 

three small absorbers. Therefore, UTT can image large acoustic speed heterogeneity 

with good accuracy, but its ability to image smaller acoustic speed heterogeneity is 

limited. Figures 4.8(c) and (d) show the TAT images of the small absorbers obtained by 

adjusting the average acoustic speed and by acoustic-speed compensation, respectively. 

The three small absorbers are marked by white arrows. As can be seen, the center of the 

scanning geometry has the highest resolution, whereas the outer regions have lower 

resolutions. Both the size and the intensity of the small absorbers are improved by the 
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proposed acoustic-speed compensation method. The improvement of the image quality is 

further illustrated in Fig. 4.8(e) and (f) in line plots across two of the small absorbers in 

the reconstructed TAT images (shown by gray arrows) in Fig. 4.8(c) and (d). The actual 

sizes of the absorbers are shown by the dotted circles. The size of each absorber read 

from the line plot based on Fig. 4.8(e) is approximately 3.0 mm in FWHM, whereas the 

size of each absorber read from the line plot based on Fig. 4.8 (f) is around 3.5 mm in 

FWHM. Although the measured sizes are larger than the actual size of each absorber, the 

acoustic-speed compensation method greatly increases in the ability of TAT to 

quantitatively define the size of the small absorbers. 
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Fig. 4.8 Phantom experiment: (a) Photograph of the phantom sample in top view, the 
three absorbers were made by porcine muscle, (b) the speed-of-sound image of the 
phantom sample, (c) TAT image obtained by adjusting the average acoustic speed 
(boundaries are denoted by arrows), (d) TAT image obtained by acoustic speed 
compensation using the acoustic speed distribution (boundary are denoted by arrows), 
(e) line plot across absorber 1 as pointed by the gray dashed arrows in (c), and (f) line 
plot across absorber 3 as pointed by the gray dashed arrows in (c). The actual sizes of the 
absorbers were shown by dotted circles in (e) and (f).  
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Fig. 4.8 Continued. 

 

The main limitation of the current experimental system is the time required to 

acquire the data. The data acquisition time can be greatly reduced by using a linear 

ultrasonic array as the receiver. If the refraction effects are small, it has been shown that 

the ray-tracing method can be used to improve the results of UTT.71-73 Also inherent in 
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the application of the UTT algorithm is the assumption that ultrasound pulses travel in 

straight lines through the target. In some applications, the refraction can be an important 

cause of artifacts, spatial distortion and loss of resolution. Because of refraction effects, 

this assumption may be increasingly invalid when acoustic speed variations are greater. 

For highly refractive tissue, acoustic speed compensation requires more accurate 

acoustic speed imaging to calculate the refracted beam paths. In such cases, we need to 

take special measures to improve measurements of the speed-of-sound distributions in 

the tissue. Mechanical inaccuracies resulting from the use of the stepped single-element 

transducer is another source of inaccuracies in the reconstructed acoustic speed 

distribution of UTT, but this error can also be alleviated by using a linear array. 

Compensation of TAT using UTT is also limited by other quantitative or geometrical 

properties of the acoustic speed images produced. For example, since the resolution of 

time-of-flight projections is determined by the transmitted ultrasound beam width, this 

represents the minimum resolution of the acoustic speed image. These limitations, 

however, have minimal effect on the correction of the distortion and blurring induced by 

relatively large acoustic speed variations in TAT.  

  A potential application for TAT imaging is to use this technique to build a 

portable instrument to image pediatric brains with intact skull.23 One of the main 

obstacles to this potential application is the distortion of the reconstructed TAT images 

brought about by the highly refractive skull.74 When the skull is involved in TAT 

imaging, another imaging modality can be used to obtain the skull profile.75,76 By taking 
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more biological tissue properties into consideration, we may be able to develop better 

algorithms to correct the effects of acoustic heterogeneities in TAT brain imaging. 

4.6 Conclusions 

We have proposed a method for using UTT to compensate for the degradation in TAT 

images caused by acoustic speed variations in the biological tissue.  It has been shown 

that UTT can, within certain limitations, generate accurate and quantitative images of the 

acoustic speed distributions of phantoms, which results in high registration accuracy in 

the TAT images. It has also been shown by a phantom experiment that those acoustic 

speed images have sufficient accuracy to compensate for the effects of acoustic speed 

heterogeneities in TAT images. The results obtained by this system indicate that TAT 

with the acoustic speed compensation is a feasible approach for obtaining higher 

resolution images of small tumors in acoustically heterogeneous tissues.
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5. THE EFFECTS OF ACOUSTIC HETEROGENEITIES ON           

TRANSCRANIAL BRAIN IMAGING 

5.1 Introduction 

Because of the large penetration depth of microwave in biological tissue, one of the 

potential applications of TAT is transcranial brain imaging. Current transcranial brain 

imaging modalities include ultrasound imaging, X-ray computerized tomography (CT) 

and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Ultrasound imaging has been established as a 

routine technique to image intracranial abnormalities in newborns when the fontanelles 

are open. The quality of intracranial brain images, however, becomes worse after closure 

of the fontanelles. Ultrasound imaging is also limited by its ability to differentiate 

different tissues in the brain, and only a few structures can be identified.77,78 In addition, 

ultrasound imaging in reflection mode experiences two-way transmission, whereas TAT 

has only one-way transmission. Because one-way transmission loss through skull is only 

half of the two-way transmission loss,74 TAT suffers from less attenuation and image 

distortion than ultrasound imaging. Moreover, because of its small size, a TAT system 

can be easily made portable at 3 GHz. Both CT and MRI have been shown to be capable 

of obtaining good brain images. X-ray CT, however, is an ionizing radiation; it is unsafe 

to be used on patients in need of long time monitoring of brain diseases. The cost and 

availability of MRI also limits its application. Thus it is necessary to develop an 

inexpensive, portable, non-ionizing, and high-resolution imaging modality, such as TAT, 

that can be used at the bedside and the operating room to monitor brain diseases.  
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Experimental evidences in a previous study by Xu and Wang23  have shown that 

some thermoacoustic energy can propagate through the skull and generate useful 

information of the brain structures. Nevertheless, those experimental studies are limited 

to infants at the age following the closure of the fontanelles, and, thus, monkey heads 

with a skull thickness of approximately 1 mm are used as tissue samples to simulate the 

human head. The distortion brought by the skull bone has been ignored by assuming the 

thin skull layer has only ignorable influences on the reconstructed image. No 

information, however, has been provided on how the skull bone affects the image quality 

of TAT and to what extent we can trust the results obtained without considering the 

attenuation, reflection and refraction of the skull bone. In addition, studies on the 

properties of human brain have shown that as a child grows, the differences in dielectric 

properties of the brain become greater;79 we expect better image contrasts in young 

adults. The skull bone, however, thickens considerably from the birth of a child to the 

adulthood, and consequently induces stronger attenuation and distortion as a child 

grows.80 The skull-induced distortion remains an obstacle for further improving image 

quality for transcranial brain imaging with TAT. As we know, acoustic speed variations 

alone can cause displacements of the thermoacoustic signals both axially and 

tangentially. In the previous section, we corrected the effect of first-order acoustic speed 

variation on TAT with acoustic speed distribution measured by ultrasound transmission 

tomography.81 In this way we only compensated for the displacements of thermoacoustic 

signals along the assumed linear radiating propagation paths. For highly refractive tissue 

with respect to soft tissue, such as skull bone, we need to consider the second-order 
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acoustic speed variations that are due to ultrasonic refraction from the assumed straight 

paths. If we ignore ultrasonic refraction in the reconstruction algorithm, the recorded 

acoustic signals from a given viewing angle would be backprojected to a wrong location 

in the imaging region. This causes both blurring and dislocation and reduces image 

contrast. Our experimental data also show that the majority of the frequency components 

in thermoacoustic signals are below 1 MHz, in this frequency range the distortion and 

attenuation by the human skull is shown to be minimal when the incident directions are 

nearly normal to the skull surface.74 When the incident directions are oblique, however, 

refraction effects become substantial and shear waves also arise from mode conversions. 

It is, therefore, necessary to take into consideration of the distortions caused by the skull 

to obtain good transcranial brain images with TAT. 

In this study, we first examined the effects of skull on transcranial TAT images. 

Then we proposed a numerical model that considers wave reflection and refraction in 

calculating the propagation of thermoacoustic waves. This model was used to evaluate 

the feasibility of transcranial TAT through a skull with both simulated and experimental 

data.  The results obtained with our model were compared with the results without 

considering the skull-induced distortion to evaluate the skull-induced effects on the 

image reconstruction. We demonstrated that the image quality could be improved by 

incorporating the skull shape and acoustic properties into image reconstruction. 
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5.2 Theory and method 

5.2.1 Forward propagation in a heterogeneous medium 

Reconstruction algorithms for TAT have been extensively studied for a homogeneous 

medium, in which a constant acoustic speed is assumed. In clinical applications, the 

acoustic speed is often spatially variant. In this case, a mathematical model to describe 

the wave propagation can be written as: 51,82 
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where ( )rα  is the ultrasonic absorption distribution, ( )rρ  is the density distribution, β  is 

the volume thermal expansion coefficient, pC  is the specific heat, ( )t,p r  is the measured 

pressure at position r  and time t, ( )rc  is the acoustic speed distribution, and ( )t,H r  is 

the microwave heating  function. In the thermal confinement regime, the heating 

function can be written as a product of a spatial energy deposition function ( )rϕ  and a 

microwave pulse function ( )tI : i.e., ( ) ( ) ( )tIt,H ⋅ϕ= rr . A microwave pulse of sufficiently 

short duration in comparison to the acoustic transit time through the characteristic length 

can be approximated by a delta function ( )tδ . In the following analysis, we assume that 

( )tI  equals ( )tδ . The source ( )rϕ  excites the initial wave-field ( )r0p , which then 

propagates through the medium with acoustic speed ( )rc . 

In Eq. (5.1) , the speed of sound, density and ultrasonic absorption are functions 

of space. This forward problem is nonlinear.69 In a highly refractive medium, such as the 
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skull bone in soft tissue, where the variation of the speed of sound is more than 50%, 

existing reconstruction algorithms 48-51,81 are incapable of obtaining good image quality 

without considering wave refraction and other skull-induced distortion. Owning to high 

acoustic speed, irregular shape and non-uniform thickness of the skull, it is also 

practically impossible to obtain an exact reconstruction formula from Eq. (5.1). 

Therefore, we develop a numerical model to simulate the forward problem and to solve 

the inverse problem. We will discuss the numerical model in section 5.2.3. 

5.2.2 Effects of skull bone on TAT image 
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Fig. 5.1 Schematic illustration of the reflection, refraction, and mode conversion of the 
longitudinal incident waves. 
 

Thermoacoustic waves propagate in brain tissue mainly as longitudinal waves, but on the 

inner-skull surface they will experience mode conversion, reflection and refraction, as 

shown in Fig. 5.1, and, thus, we expect both phase and amplitude distortion. 
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Shear waves can be produced when ultrasound waves travel from soft tissue to 

bone. They are generally neglected in imaging of soft tissues because they need solid 

material to be effectively propagated. Shear waves are generated in skull using some of 

the energy from the incident longitudinal waves through mode conversion. When the 

ultrasound waves normally incident on the skull (incident angle o
i 0=θ ), no shear 

waves are produced, so only longitudinal waves are considered in imaging. In 

transcranial brain imaging with TAT, oblique angles of incidence are inevitable because 

of the irregular shape of the skull. As the incident angle increases, conversion to shear 

waves gradually increases. When the incident angle becomes greater than the critical 

angle, only shear waves can propagate into the skull. The measurements in previous 

study74,83 show that the conversion to shear waves in the skull layer is negligible when 

incident angles are less than 20o. As incident angles become larger than 20o, shear waves 

gradually dominate the transmitted ultrasound waves. Shear wave imaging has some 

drawbacks. It has been shown that although the shear wave has lower acoustic speed 

than the longitudinal wave thus better impedance match with the surrounding medium, 

the attenuation coefficient for the shear wave is much higher than that for the 

longitudinal wave in the skull.83 Due to the lower acoustic speed in the skull the 

wavelength of the shear wave is shorter than that of the longitudinal wave at the same 

frequency, the resolution of the shear wave, however, may turn out to be worse than that 

of the longitudinal wave because the attenuation coefficient increases as the frequency 

increases and after the ultrasonic pulses pass through the skull the central frequency of 

shear wave is lower than that of the longitudinal wave. For the same reason, the signal-
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to-noise ratio of longitudinal wave images is better than that of the sheer-wave 

counterparts. In this study we neglect shear waves and, thus, only model longitudinal 

waves. 

Phase distortion is primarily induced by the high acoustic speed in the skull. As 

the control factor for reconstructing an undistorted TAT image, the phases of the 

received signals need to be corrected so that when propagated back to the source the 

signals can be added in phase. In normal incidence, the skull thickness of an infant is 

about 1 mm, and the phase shift caused by the skull is linear over a large range of 

frequencies. As a child grows, the skull becomes thicker, and the phase shift at higher 

frequency begins to depart from linearity.74 Nevertheless, in the frequency range from 

0.3 MHz and 1.0 MHz, where the main components of the TAT signals reside, the phase 

shift caused by the skull remains linear with the frequency, indicating non-dispersive 

transmission across this frequency range.74 Therefore, the phase correction for normal 

incidence can be easily implemented by adding a constant time shift term when we 

reconstruct the image in the time domain. If the time shift is much less than 0.5 μs (the 

pulse-width of the microwave source used in our current TAT system), we can neglect 

the shift.  Oftentimes the thermoacoustic waves are obliquely incident on the inner-skull 

and we have to perform the phase compensation on each single source to obtain a 

focused image at the target region inside the brain. 

The thermoacoustic wave is attenuated in amplitude by absorption, scattering and 

reflection as it travels through the skull. The absorption and scattering are mainly 

brought by the dipole layer in the skull. The dipole layer is cancellous bone with a blood 
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and fat-filled porous structure, and the insertion loss increases with frequency. For 

infants, their skull bones are thin, have little or no dipole layers and the attenuations are 

low over a large frequency range.74 The absence of the dipole layer also eliminates the 

dependence of insertion loss with the frequency. We can, therefore, neglect the 

amplitude attenuation caused by absorption and scattering in the infant skull. For young 

adults, ultrasonic waves passing through the skull reach the receiver with nearly linear 

attenuations in the frequency range of less than 1.0 MHz. The attenuation induced by 

absorption and scattering, however, is smaller than reflection loss, 74 and, thus, in this 

study we simplify Eq. (5.1) by neglecting the effects of the absorption loss on ultrasonic 

waves, 
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Wave reflection and refraction are also important sources for the amplitude 

distortion. To simplify our analysis, the skull has been treated as a homogenous material, 

and the thickness of the skull bone is assumed to vary slowly on the scale of the 

wavelengths used for imaging. Under these assumptions, the skull is modeled as having 

a local constant thickness and the pressure transmission coefficient at each interface is 

expressed as: 69 

ti
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cosccosc
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where 1ρ  and 1c  are the density and acoustic speed of the incident medium, 

respectively; 2ρ  and 2c  are the density and acoustic speed of the transmission medium, 
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respectively. The incident angle is iθ  and the refracted angle is tθ . The refracted angle 

can be eliminated by using Snell’s law. The expression for the transmittance is more 

complicated when mode conversion is considered, because both longitudinal and shear 

impedance will be involved in the expression. Therefore, Eq. (5.3) is only an 

approximation of the forward transmission through the skull. Because we are only 

interested in longitudinal waves in reconstruction, we will use this approximated form in 

our numerical model. Multi-path interferences induced by wave reflection refraction at 

the interfaces can also induce amplitude distortion, and their effects can be corrected by 

considering wave reflection and refraction in reconstruction. 

5.2.3 Numerical model for acoustically heterogeneous problem 

In this section, we describe the method to calculate the forward propagation of 

thermoacoustic waves through the skull and then propose an image reconstruction 

method. The simulation is based on a three-layer linear transmission model, which takes 

into account acoustic wave refraction and reflection at the tissue interfaces. The whole 

imaging area is divided into three acoustically homogeneous layers: the brain, the skull 

and the skin along with coupling medium. Here, we assume the brain, skin and coupling 

medium are acoustically identical. Under the assumption that the skull is homogeneous 

with constant acoustic speed and density, the skull thickness and shape are the main 

parameters to control the amplitude attenuation and phase distortion.  
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Fig. 5.2 Schematic illustration of the forward TAT propagation. 

 

 Consider a simple source S at an arbitrary location 0r  within the brain as shown 

in Fig. 5.2. Here we assume the distance between source S and skull surface is much 

larger than the wavelength. The coordinate origin O  is chosen at a selected center inside 

the skull. We will refer it as the image center in this section. If the source S emits 

ultrasonic waves isotropically in all directions, the spectrum of the pressure at an 

arbitrary point r′  within the brain tissue can be written as 51,84,85  
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here, where ( ) ( ) ( )0000 rrr Γϕ=p , ( ) pCc2
10 β=Γ r , λπω 211 == ck  is the wave number in 

the brain, ω  is the angular frequency, λ  is the wavelength, and 010 tct = . In this section, 

we use the Fourier transformation pair: ( ) ( )∫
∞

∞−
= tdetfkf~ tik  and ( ) ( )∫

∞

∞−
−= tdekf~tf tik

π2
1 , 

where ctt = . Because the wavelength in the skull can be comparable or even larger than 

the thickness of the skull, on the inner-skull surface diffraction dominates the wave 

propagation. The condition under which ray theory works is violated,69 and, therefore, 
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we will treat the inner-skull surface area as the secondary source. Let’s consider a small 

surface area 2ds  on the inner-skull surface. On one side of the surface there is brain 

tissue with density 1ρ  and sound speed 1c , and on the other side there is skull tissue 

with density 2ρ  and sound speed 2c . Here, 2ds  can be regarded as a baffled simple 

source. The spectrum of the pressure at r′  within the brain tissue is related to the 

velocity potential ( )1Φ k,r′  by69 

( ) ( )11111 k,cikk,p~ rr ′Φρ=′     (5.5) 

And the radial particle velocity  with respect to source S in the brain before reaching the 

skull is 
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Particle velocity transmission coefficient 12T  is written as ( ) Tcc ⋅ρρ 2211 (T is defined in 

Eq. (5.3)). The particle velocity in the skull is equal to the product of 1u  and 12T , and, 

thus, the particle velocity 2u  that is normal to the interface in the skull  becomes 

( )tcosT 1121 θu , where refracted angle t1θ  in the skull layer is related to the incident angle 

on the inner-skull surface i1θ  by Snell’s law. By combining Eqs. (5.5) and (5.6), the 

spectrum of the pressure ( )1rp  on the inner-skull surface due to the simple source S can 

be approximated by84,85 
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If we divide the imaging region into M small point sources, then the spectrum of the 

total pressure at 1r  on the inner-skull surface can be written as 

( ) ( )∑
=
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1
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The subscript m of each parameter in  Eq. (5.8) means that value is induced by the simple 

source m  in the imaging area. Similarly, the spectrum of the pressure induced by the 

inner-skull surface area 2ds at an arbitrary point r ′′  inside the skull can be written as  
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After leaving the skull, the ultrasonic waves transmit into the skin and coupling medium 

and are received by the ultrasonic transducer in the far field. Because diffraction effects 

no longer dominate the wave propagation at this interface, under the assumption that 

energy is transmitted along well-defined path, we can use rays rather than waves to 

investigate their effects, and, thus, we use Snell’s law and Eq. (5.3) to compute 

approximately the strength of the pressures obtained by the receiver. Let the inner-skull 

have N secondary sources and the outer-skull be discretized by L parts, the spectrum of 

the pressure on the transducer at location dr  can be computed as 
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where subscripts ln,  represent the location at the inner-skull and outer-skull surfaces, 

respectively, and nlT23  means the transmission coefficient at the outer-skull interface. 

Next, we transform Eq. (5.10) back into the time domain. Because 11 >>− 0m1n rrk  

under the assumption that the distance between any source point and the inner skull 

surface is much larger than the wavelength, we can get the following approximation in 

the time domain  
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Here, 111 tct = , 222 tct =  and 333 tct = . The temporal delta function comes from the fact 

that the PA source is assumed to be induced by a delta pulse.  

In our simulation, we partition the imaging region into small cells (much less 

than the wavelengths used for imaging), and then calculate ultrasonic reflection and 

refraction based on the digitized model. Assume the skull surfaces are continuous and 

differentiable. To compute the refracted angle, we first calculate the normal direction at 

the intersecting point, and then apply Snell’s law. Locally weighted smooth method with 

least squares quadratic polynomial fitting is used when necessary. Depending on the 

location of the simple source within the brain, the incident angles may be normal or 

oblique. In calculating the wave refraction on a cell, we take into consideration of the 

total reflection by calculating the incident angle for each ray from any precedent simple 

source to the current cell and comparing the incident angle with the critical angle to find 

the non-transmitting cases. The refracted ray after leaving the outer-skull surface will 
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travel several centimeters before it reaches the ultrasonic receiver, and then, it will be 

additively received by the ultrasonic transducer. The computation complex is determined 

by the number of the simple sources in the imaging area and the secondary simple 

sources on the inner-skull surface. Because our current experimental system is in 2-D, 

we will use the 2-D version of the numerical model in this study, but it is obvious that 

the same principle applies to 3-D cases as well. In our simulations and experiments, 

nonlinear effects (such as induction of harmonic frequency) and brain tissue absorption 

will be ignored because their effects are minimal in the frequency range used in the 

experiments.  

For the inverse problem, the thermoacoustic signal received by each ultrasonic 

receiver is backprojected along the refracted path to the imaging region. Each receiver 

acts as a source to emit ultrasonic waves covering the imaging region. The propagation 

path and amplitude is computed in the same way as in the forward problem, except that 

we treat the surface area at the outer-skull surface as the secondary source, use Snell’s 

law on the inner-skull surface and perform the reconstruction for each time step at the 

time interval we are interested in. In order to compensate for the energy loss during 

transmission, the transmission coefficients are replaced by their inverse value at each 

interface during reconstruction.  It will be shown in the following section that when the 

source is close to image center the results obtained with this numerical reconstruction 

method agree well with those obtained from the filtered back-projection algorithm, and 

as imaging sources becomes closer to the surface of the inner-skull, the filtered back-

projection method starts to generate distorted images, and our method, although still 
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incapable of completely compensating for the effects of shear waves due to 

unavailability of information of shear waves, can effectively correct most of the 

distortions and generate better images. 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Simulations of transcranial brain imaging with TAT 

To study the effects of the acoustic heterogeneities on TAT image, we used the above 

mentioned three-layer model. The acoustic speeds in the brain tissue and coupling 

medium were selected to be 1.51 mm/μs and 1.43 mm/μs respectively. The acoustic 

speed in the skull was chosen to be 2.37 mm/μs, which was within the range of the 

acoustic speed in the skull obtained by Fry 74 in the frequency range below 1 MHz. 

According to known measurements,32,86 the density of the brain tissue, skull and 

coupling medium were chosen to be 1035, 1700, and 850 kg/m3, respectively. 

We simulated TAT results of a phantom sample with five small strong absorbers.  

The absorbers were placed on a straight line with an equal space of 4 mm and a diameter 

of 1.5 mm. The skull surfaces were in elliptic shapes. The outer-skull surface had a 

semiminor axis 22 mm and a semimajor axis 26 mm, and the inner-skull surface had a 

semiminor axis 20 mm and a semimajor axis 23.5 mm as shown in Fig. 5.3(a). The 

close-up image of the absorbers is shown in Fig. 5.3(b). The reconstructed images are  
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shown in Fig. 5.3 (c) and (d), in which Fig. 5.3(c) was obtained by using a filtered back-

projection method,48 and Fig. 5.3(d) was obtained by using the proposed numerical 

method. In Fig. 5.3(e), we compare the line plots across the five absorbers in the 

reconstructed image by using the two different reconstruction methods. We find that 

when the absorber is close to the image center, we can obtain a good image by simply 

using the filtered back-projection method. As the absorber becomes closer to the inner-

skull surface, by using the filtered back projection method, however, we got blurred 

images due to neglecting the refraction and mode conversion of the skull. By using the 

proposed numerical method, we obtain better images for the absorbers closer to the skull 

surfaces, but we can only partially reconstructed the strength of the absorber because of 

the assumption that shear waves contribute trivially to the reconstruction,. This becomes 

increasingly true when the absorber becomes closer and closer to the inner-skull surface. 

Nevertheless, compared with the filtered back projection method, our numerical method 

still shows much improvement of image quality. 
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(e) 

Fig. 5.3 Numerical simulation: (a) Schematic illustration of the phantom sample used in 
the simulation; (b) Close-up view of the five absorbers in the imaging area. The 
absorbers are shown as white spots; (c) Reconstructed TAT image without correction for 
the skull effects; (d) Reconstructed image after correction for the skull effects; (5) 
Comparison of the reconstructed profile across the five absorbers. 
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5.3.2 Experimental results 
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Microwave 
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Fig. 5.4 Side view of experimental setup using a piece of monkey skull bone. The 
ultrasonic receiver and the skull bone were maintained unchanged in the experiment. 
The phantom sample was fixed on the sample holder with a string, and the sample holder 
was controlled by a stepping motor. 

. 

 

A schematic experimental setup for TAT is shown in Fig. 5.4. For all the measurements, 

the speed of sound in mineral oil was 1.437 mm/μs. The size of the images was 200 × 

200 pixels. In this experimental setup, the microwave radiation level on human subject is 

estimated to be under the safety limit,23 and, thus, microwave-induced-biological effects 

are minimal. The microwave radiation time can be further reduced by using an ultrasonic 

array as the receiver. 
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Fig. 5.5 Thermoacoustic signals after traveling through a monkey skull bone with a 
thickness of 6 mm: (a) Phase shift is marked by two dotted perpendicular lines. The solid 
line is the thermoacoustic wave with skull bone present and the dotted line is the 
thermoacoustic wave with skull bone absent; (b) Amplitude attenuation after phase shift 
has been compensated for. The solid line is the thermoacoustic wave with skull bone 
present and the dotted line is the thermoacoustic wave with skull bone absent; (c) 
Comparison of amplitude spectrum of the thermoacoustic signals with and without the 
skull present. 
 

 

We first tested the effects of the skull attenuation on TAT image. A piece of 

formaldehyde-fixed parietal bone of a 10-year-old male M. nemestrina monkey was used 

to simulate the skullbone of small children. Formaldehyde-fixed skull bone has been 
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shown to be able to maintain the bone properties of a fresh skull,74 and, thus, we assume 

the acoustic properties of the skull is identical to that of a fresh skull. The size of the 

skull segment was large enough to entirely cover the transducer element (6mm in 

diameter of active element). The attenuation of the skull fragment was about 6 dB. It has 

been shown that the thicknesses of children’s skull range from 1 mm to 7 mm at the age 

from birth to 16 years old.80 The thickness of the skull used in our experiment was 

measured to be around 6 mm, which was comparable to the thickness of a child’s skull at 

the age of around 14. A phantom was made by embedding four small pieces of porcine 

muscle into a piece of porcine fat. Porcine muscle was used as absorbers because of its 

strong microwave absorption. The size of the porcine fat was approximately 42 mm × 30 

mm, and the diameters of four absorbers were around 3.5 mm. The skull segment and 

phantom sample was immersed in mineral oil. The ultrasonic receiver and the skull 

remained fixed and their distance was kept constant during the experiment. The phantom 

sample was fixed on a sample holder by using a thin string and controlled by a stepping 

motor with a step size of 2.25o. The skull was positioned so that incidence angles of the 

ultrasonic waves were approximately normal upon the inner-skull surface. Figure 5.5(a) 

shows the phase shift induced by acoustic speed variations after thermoacoustic waves 

pass through the skull. The phase shift is marked by two perpendicular dotted lines on 

the graph. Phase shifts of this magnitude will have a substantial effect on the formation 

of a focused TAT image through the skull if we assume constant acoustic speed in the 

reconstruction. After we compensated for the phase distortion, the thermoacoustic 

signals with and without the skull present were compared in Fig. 5.5(b). We further 
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compared the spectra of the thermoacoustic signals with and without the skull present in 

Fig. 5.5(c). We found that the microwave-generated thermoacoustic signals were mostly 

below 1 MHz with majority of the frequency components less than 0.5 MHz.  It was also 

observed that when the frequency was larger than 0.5 MHz, the amplitude spectrum of 

the thermoacoustic signal was weaker, but the attenuation induced by the skull was 

shown to be stronger than those in the frequency range of less than 0.5 MHz. Our results 

agree well with the results obtained by Fry and Barger74 on a skull with the same 

thickness in the same frequency range.  

Because higher frequency components determine the boundary of the reconstructed 

image, the amplitude of the image boundaries will be dampened most after passing 

through the skull, and consequently we expect blurring boundaries but still good contrast 

in the reconstructed image. Figure 5.6(a) is the reconstructed TAT image with the skull 

absent and Fig. 5.6 is the reconstructed TAT image with the skull present by using the 

filtered back-projection method. To minimize the distortion induced by the higher 

frequency components, especially noise and interferences, we filtered out frequency 

components that were greater than 2 MHz in the post-processing of the data. To get 

better contrast, we also filtered out DC and low frequency components that were less 

than 0.1 MHz. We further processed the data using the proposed numerical method 

based on estimated skull information from ultrasound measurement, and the 

reconstructed image is shown in Fig. 5.6(c). We compared line plots across the three 

reconstructed images in Fig. 5.6(d) at the depth marked by arrows in Fig. 5.6(a), (b) and 

(c). With the skull present, skull-induced attenuation was strong and consequently the 
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reconstructed images were weaker than the image obtained in Fig. 5.6(a) and the 

boundaries looked less sharp. In spite of that, both reconstruction methods show good  
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Fig. 5.6  Reconstructed TAT image (a) using filtered back-projection method when skull 
was absent; (b) using filtered back-projection method when skull was present; (c) using 
proposed numerical method when skull was present; (d) comparison of the reconstructed 
signals at the depth as marked on (a), (b), and (c). The plots from (b) and (c) were shifted 
along the y-axis. 
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images. Moreover, although the measurement errors of the skull introduced some noises 

to the image obtained by the proposed numerical method, the line plot in Fig. 5.6(d) 

showed that both reconstruction methods had similar results. This is because the four 

absorbers were close to the image center, the effects of wave refraction and mode 

conversion were minimal and consequently the distortion was ignorable in the 

reconstructed images. 

Next, we tested the effects of wave refraction and mode conversion on TAT. The 

size of the brain and the skull covering the brain of the monkey used in the previous 

experiment limited its use to investigate the human skull-induced distortions on TAT. 

Because we focused on studying the effects of refraction on TAT image, in this 

preliminary study we used a PVC tube in regular shape to mimic the reflection and 

refractive effects of the skull and to obtain its position by using ultrasound pulse-echo 

imaging. We chose PVC tube because of its high acoustic speed, which was close to the 

acoustic speed in the skull. Thickness of the PVC tube was 3 mm, the acoustic speed 

was measured to be 2.39 mm/us, and the density was estimated to be 1380 kg/m3. The 

densities of the fat and mineral oil were around 920 kg/ m3 and 850 kg/ m3, 

respectively.32 We made a tissue phantom by burying two small strong absorbers made 

by porcine muscle in porcine fat. The size of the porcine fat was 30 mm × 15 mm and 

the diameters of the absorbers were around 3.5 mm. The whole phantom was then 

immersed in mineral oil and placed on a sample base on the X-Y plane. The transducer 

was mounted on a mechanical arm controlled by a stepping motor, and then scanned the 

tissue sample circularly to acquire two dimensional projection data. Figure 5.7(a) is a 
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schematic of the sample with the PVC tube used in the experiments, where the phantom 

sample is close to the left side of PVC tube, and Fig. 5.7(b) is the reconstructed TAT 

image without the PVC tube present. Figure 5.7(c) is the reconstructed TAT images with 

the PVC present by using the filtered back-projection method. By neglecting the wave 

refraction and mode conversion at the interfaces between the PVC tube and the 

surrounding media, the imaging region close to the inner-tube surface was distorted 

seriously, and if we neglected the refraction effects, it was impossible to obtain 

acceptable images. By using the proposed numerical method, we corrected refraction 

effects and improved the shear waves induced distortions. Figure 5.7(d) is the corrected 

image, which shows improvement of the un-compensated image. We further compared 

two reconstruction methods in Fig 5.7(e) by plotting their reconstructed signals at the 

depth marked by arrows in Figs. 5.7(c) and (d). The major sources of discrepancy 

between the TAT image without the PVC layer present and the one with the PVC layer 

present resulted from neglecting shear waves and measurement errors. 
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Fig. 5.7 Experimental results with two strong absorbers: (a) Schematic of the phantom 
sample used in experiments; (b) reconstructed image when no PVC tube was used in the 
experiment. The boundaries of the two absorbers are shown clearly in the reconstructed 
TAT image; (c) Reconstructed TAT image using the filtered back-projection method. 
PVC tube was used to simulate the skull effects. The sample was close to the left side of 
the inner PVC tube; (d) Reconstructed TAT image using the numerical method proposed 
in this section. The raw data was same as used for (c); (e) Reconstructed profiles across 
the region at the depth as marked on (c) and (d). 
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Fig. 5.7 Continued.  
 

 

We did another phantom experiment by using porcine fat and a thin metal wire. 

The size of the porcine fat was 40 mm × 16 mm, the diameter of the metal wire was 

0.1143 mm and the length was 40 mm. Same PVC tube used in the previous experiment 

was adopted to simulate the wave reflection and refraction effects. The whole phantom 

was then immersed in mineral oil and placed on a sample base on the X-Y plane. The 

data collection process was same as in the previous experiment. Figure 5.8(c) and (d) are 

the reconstructed images with the tissue sample close to the upper side of the PVC tube. 

In Fig.5.8(c), the wire was distorted seriously in the region close to the inner-tube 

surface due to neglecting the effects of the wave refraction and mode conversion. By 

using the proposed numerical method, we corrected those distortions with the measured 

information about the tube in Fig.5.8(d). The line plots across the regions marked by 
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arrows in Fig.5.8(b) and Fig.5.8(c) were compared in Fig.5.8(e). The proposed method 

shows improved image quality as compared with the filtered backprojection method.  
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Fig. 5.8 Experimental results with a wire object: (a) Schematic of the phantom sample 
used in experiments; (b) Reconstructed image when no PVC tube was used in the 
experiment. The wire is shown to be near straight. (c) Reconstructed TAT image using 
the filtered back-projection method. PVC tube was used to simulate the skull effects. 
The top of the wire was close to the inner PVC tube; (d) Reconstructed TAT image 
using the numerical method proposed in this section. The raw data was same as used for 
(c); (e) Reconstructed profiles across the region at the depth as marked on (c) and (d). 
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Fig.5.8 Continued. 
 

5.4 Discussion 

The purpose of this section is to explore the effects of acoustic heterogeneities on 

transcranial brain imaging with TAT. We find that if the imaging object is close to the 

center of the brain, the object can be imaged well. When the object gets closer to the 

inner-skull surface, however, the distortion brought by the refraction and mode 

conversion becomes a serious problem. By examining the wave reflection and refraction 

on the TAT image, it is shown that when the skull shape and acoustic properties are 

provided, we can correct the phase distortions and remove the artifacts. 

The skull is assumed to be acoustically homogeneous in this preliminary study. 

In real applications, however, the skull bone is an acoustically inhomogeneous material 

that consists of three relatively homogeneous layers: the outer and the inner ivory tables 

and the central dipole layer. The ivory tables cause attenuation primarily through 
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reflections at the interfaces, and the dipole can induce both strong attenuation and 

scattering. It has also been shown that acoustic speeds can vary greatly in those three 

layers. The effectiveness of the numerical compensation method is, thus, limited by the 

accuracy of the information on the inner and outer skull surfaces, thickness of the skull, 

and internal structure of the skull. In this preliminary study we use ultrasonic pulse-echo 

imaging to obtain the position the PVC tube, which is later used to correct the distortion 

of TAT image. Ultrasound imaging modality, however, is incapable to provide accurate 

measurements on the shape and structures of the skull bone. Fortunately, studies on 

ultrasonic therapy have shown that MRI and CT can provide accurate shape and 

thickness information on the skull, and, especially, CT can provide accurate profiles of 

inner-skull surface and outer-skull surface, and position-dependent density, speed of 

sound and absorption information of three different layers in the skull, thus it is 

preferable to use CT-derived skull information to compensate for the distortion induced 

by the skull in TAT brain imaging.82,87 By adjusting the propagation speeds using the 

thickness and density information obtained by CT, we can improve the phase 

compensation and consequently obtain better image quality. 

The effects of shear waves on TAT image have been neglected in our numerical 

reconstruction algorithm. When the target regions are closer to the skull surface, 

however, more incidence angles will become large. By removing the shear waves from 

our reconstruction, we neglect the distortion brought by shear waves, but, meanwhile, 

we lose information at those regions and consequently make image intensity at those 

regions weak. Studies show that if we can quantitatively evaluate the shear waves in the 
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skull bone, we can incorporate shear wave for imaging.83,88 Further experiment by 

including shear waves in the numerical model may enhance the image quality at the 

region that is close to the inner-skull surface. 

5.5 Conclusion 

We evaluated the effects of acoustic heterogeneities on transcranial brain imaging with 

TAT in this study. A numerical model was proposed. Numerical simulation based on this 

model was compared with experimental results. The results obtained with our model 

conform to experimental results well. We further evaluate the conditions under which we 

can ignore the skull effects in image reconstruction. We also showed that by 

incorporating the skull shape and acoustic properties into image reconstruction, the 

image quality can be improved. This study is an important step toward improving the 

image quality of trans-skull brain imaging with TAT. 
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Thermoacoustic tomography (TAT) has been developed to overcome the limitations of 

both conventional ultrasound and microwave imaging. Owning to its large penetration 

depth of microwave and sensitivity to the change of dielectric properties in the tissue, 

TAT has some unique physical and chemical properties.  

HIFU-induced lesions in porcine muscle were imaged with TAT. Our 

preliminary results have shown that TAT has the capacity to visualize HIFU-induced 

lesions with good contrast using a local-tomography-type reconstruction algorithm. The 

boundaries of different tissues can be imaged clearly. The size and position of lesions 

measured from TAT images were compared with the size and position of those measured 

from gross pathologic photographs. It was established that TAT can estimate the size of 

lesions effectively. This preliminary study demonstrates that TAT has the potential to 

provide an effective, low-cost alternative method for imaging HIFU-induced lesions.  

Clinical experimental data were obtained for breast tumors at M. D. Anderson 

cancer center. We obtained high contrast between the malignant tissue and normal 

tissue. Those data verified the effectiveness of using TAT in breast cancer imaging.  

To compensate for the effects of acoustic speed variations on early detection of 

breast tumors, we proposed a method by using ultrasound transmission tomography that 

was compatible with our TAT system. It was shown that ultrasound transmission 

tomography can, within certain limitations, generate accurate and quantitative images of 

the acoustic speed distributions of phantoms, which results in high registration accuracy 

in the TAT images. It was also shown by phantom experiments that those acoustic speed 
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images had sufficient accuracy to compensate for the effects of acoustic speed 

heterogeneities in TAT images. The results obtained by this system indicate that TAT 

with the acoustic speed compensation is a feasible approach for obtaining higher 

resolution images of small tumors in acoustically heterogeneous tissues.  

Finally, we evaluated the effects of wave reflection and refraction on transcranial 

brain imaging with TAT. A numerical model considering reflection and refraction was 

proposed. The results obtained with the numerical model conformed to the experimental 

results well. From our simulation and experimental results, it is found that when the 

target region is close to the center of the brain, the effects caused by the skull layer is 

minimal and both reconstruction methods work well. As the target region gets closer to 

the interface between the skull and brain tissue, however, the skull-induced distortion 

becomes increasingly severe, the reconstructed image without correcting those effects 

would be strongly distorted. In this case, the proposed numerical method can improve 

the image quality by taking into consideration of the wave refraction and mode 

conversion at the skull surfaces. In the future, by incorporating the measurements of 

shear waves the image quality may be further improved.   
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